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1 | Introduction
What is a Long-Range Facility Plan
Balancing the cost of maintaining building infrastructure components while improving the
quality of the educational environment is a difficult challenge that school districts face on a
continual basis. The complexity of maximizing the performance of a school building and
optimizing taxpayer dollars is compounded by the facility age, fluctuating fuel costs, volatile
economic conditions and evolving instructional trends, the latter of which has recently undergone a dramatic paradigm shift. In this context, Downers Grove Grade School District 58
invited Wight & Company to conduct an independent, assessment of its fifteen (15) facilities
back in 2012. Specifically, the District directed Wight to investigate and document the physical
condition of the building and site components at all of its campuses and benchmark the
performance characteristics of each facility against recognized 21 st Century educational
practices assist the District in preparing a Long-Range Facility Plan.

A Facility Assessment Report is often the first step in two-part Long Range Facility Plan
(LRFP) process. It is comprised of three areas of focus. The first area is Physical Condition
Assessment (presented in a 2012 Comprehensive Facility Assessment Report). It is a vital
part in understanding the physical needs in the buildings. Two other areas of focus, Building
Capacity and Educational Alignment, present as Step 2 of this report, focuses on buildings’
readiness to support future educational practices. Together, the study of all three components
clarify the District’s needs. Once summarized, the needs may be prioritized to provide a
foundation for evaluating options in the formation of a District Vision. This Vision will be
expressed with in series of building planning diagrams, estimated budgets and phasing time
lines to establish a LRFP. After adoption, the LRFP can be put into action and implemented in
alignment with the District’s financial capital investment capability.

Through a series of strategic planning steps and engagement of the community, the District
has identified Strategic Goal 3: Securing the Future as a key element of a strategic planning
initiative. Goal 3 establishes a focus on providing safe and effective learning environments in
fiscally-responsible ways. This Goal 3 has been further defined in Objective 3.1 to develop a
focused and long-term facility improvement plan that ensures safe, modernized and effective
learning environments for all students. Key priorities include the following central elements:
safety/security; air conditioning; 6th-8th grade middle schools; class size and enrollment
projections; and District facility use.

“A goal without a plan is
just a wish.”
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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1 | Overview
Report Organization
The content of this document is divided into four sections:
Overview – inclusive of the Introduction to the project, the overall facility
planning process timeline, and a description of the Methodology used to acquire
building data.
Establish the Why—Defining Vision, Developing Consensus—summary of
data compiled from the visioning workshop sessions held with the Facility
Planning Council (FPC), teacher/staff, and community. These sessions helped
further evaluate, refine, and prioritize core ideas around District 58’s Strategic
Goal 3—Securing the Future.

Facility Assessment Study – summary of assessment data information,
separated for each school in the District inclusive of building age, location and
size as well as space utilization

Appendices – supplemental and additional information.
4.1 Visioning - Top Ten List Most Essential Elements for Effective Learning
Environments Detail
4.2 Visioning - Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Area Detail
4.3 Facility Assessment Forms—detailed backup per school
4.4 Review of current and future function of Longfellow and the ASC — under
separate cover
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Approach and Process
The process began with a kick-off meeting with key District leadership and team members from Wight &
Company to review objectives for this report as follows:

1. Establish the Why – Defining Vision, Developing Consensus
2. Evaluate What We Have – Facility Assessment

•

Statement of existing building conditions

•

Forecast potential funding needs for next 5 years

•

Review and consolidate in-house assessment guides for recommended targeted improvements

Survey
Once the team assembled baseline floor plans and existing information, on-site, visual observation surveys
were conducted by a team of a teachers, staff, FPC members led by the District. Wight & Company evaluated
each survey questionnaire consolidating into recommendations for targeted improvements to support modern
learning environments. These surveys were primarily performed in December 2018.

Methodology
Physical Condition Assessment — Various building components were assessed by the teams for signs of
wear and tear. When available, information and building records were used to enhance visual observations.
The condition of site and building elements /systems were evaluated on a scale of one (1) through four (4); with
one (1) representing elements / systems that are in poor condition and requiring attention within the next two
years, two (2) representing elements / systems that are in fair condition and likely requiring attention within the
next 3-5 years, three (3) representing elements that are in good condition and likely not requiring attention
before the next 6-10 years; and four (4) representing elements in excellent condition and likely not requiring
attention within the next 11 years.

Poor 1-2 years

Fair 3-5 years

Good 6-10 years

“I believe in innovation
and that the way you get
innovation is you fund research and you learn the
basic facts.”

- Bill Gates

Future 11 + years
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2 |Establish the Why
On October 16, the District held a Visioning/Kick-off Workshop with the Facility Planning Council
(FPC) which is made up of administrators, teachers, and selected community members. The
session, formed the basis for the Long-Range Facility Planning allowing the FPC team to further
define the directions, plans and goals from a curriculum and teaching/learning perspective.

Similar Visioning sessions were conducted during the months of December and January at the
schools to gather feedback from teachers and staff. In addition to faculty input, opportunities for
the community to engage in the conversation was provided at each of the Middle Schools in late
January 2019.

65%

of children entering
primary school
today will
ultimately end up
working in
completely new job
McLeod, Scott and Karl Fisch, “Shift
Happens”,https://shifthappens.
wikispaces.com.
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The sessions were structured in an interactive format consisting of three major themes broken
down into part presentation and interactive activities focused on evaluation/prioritization of ideas.

Three Guiding Theme:
•

Theme 1- Exploring the Why? Will your vision drive change OR
will change drive your vision

•

Theme 2 - Can buildings respond/support the need for change?

•

Theme 3 - What does all this mean for District 58 students?

A summary of results from these activities may be found on the following pages

This activity had FPC members participated in an entire group discussion around one question… What would your parents say to
someone moving into the district or to is a Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat for your District?

•

Amazing teachers

•

Lack of main entry security

•

Neighborhood schools

•

•

Supportive community

New 6th grade students coming
to District go back to elementary

•

Students prepared for the future

•

Age of buildings

•

Community loyalty – People
return home to Downers Grove

•

•

People connected to schools

•

Small town feel

•

Business supports the schools
(i.e. Hospitals teach health)

•

Library

•

Police

•

Fire

•

Colleges favor student from
District because of the quality of
education

•

Create community partnerships
(Hospital – Library)

Lack of air conditioning

•

Enhance special needs program

•

Lack of space

•

Add space to grow programs

•

Non-flexible space

•

Open land at some schools offers
potential expansion

•

Strong Communication

•

Good Community Connections

•

Illinois location

•

“Old” buildings
(Not competitive to other)

•

Lack of infrastructure
(necessities)

•

•

Phones

•

Intercom

Hard to communicate the
need for un-exciting
expenditures
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Some Realities for Our Students….
CREATIVITY

COLLABORATION

the ability to see what’s NOT there and make
something happen

the ability to work effectively with others, including
those from diverse groups and with opposing points
of view

the 4 Cs
The Future of Jobs
-World Economic Forum, January 2016

CRITICAL THINKING

COMMUNICATION

the ability to make decisions, solve
problems, and take action as appropriate

the ability to synthesize and transmit your ideas both
in written and oral formats

AMA 2012 Critical Skills Survey
-American Management Association
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Job Outlook 2018 Survey
-National Association of Colleges and Employers

AMA 2010 Critical Skills Survey
-American Management Association

Today’s 3rd
graders are
the same age
as the iPad
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2.1 | Exploring the Why?

Will your vision drive change OR will change
drive your vision?
Drivers of Changes
School facilities built in the 70’s, 60’s and 50’s or earlier in the century simply lack proper
provision for the activities and curriculum now being taught. Physically they were designed
for a static single style of teaching with limited flexibility for allowing changes in educational
delivery, technology advancements, wellness, environmental stewardship and community
access. For students to succeed in the future, they will need the advantage of modern and
flexible school facilities that can adapt rapidly not only to the changing curriculum trends and
styles of instruction but to the dynamically shifting world around them.

Over the past few years, District 58, led by its Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) committee,
has focused on incorporating SEL at the district, building and classroom levels. District 58’s
goal is to create a learning environment where students show up eager to learn; feel a sense
of connectedness to their school and teachers; feel safe from being treated poorly; perform
to their fullest potential; treat all others with respect; and contribute to the well-being of the
community.

Reshaping Educational Environments
“Education is all a matter of
building bridges”
- Ralph Ellison
12

There is a dramatic shift taking place in the design of instructional facilities across the nation.
The traditional models of teaching and learning that seemed effective in the past are not
longer optimal to serve the needs of students immersed in our culturally diverse and
technologically-enabled society. Greater emphasis is being places on preparing students for
the future success in an ever-changing world by adapting from a “pour and store” delivery
approach to building students’ collaborative, problem-solving “learn and do” skills.

As teachers and students adapt to this evolving paradigm, they often struggle with
educational facilities built decades ago that promoted a classroom model with students in
rows of desks facing a teaching wall. Classrooms, often lined up along rigid corridors lined
with lockers, isolated teachers and students within a static space. The demand for
curricular spaces beyond “homeroom” space to enhance project-work, enrichment,
student intervention, collaboration and state/federal mandated programs results in districts
carving out space in corners of existing buildings without making changes to existing
space. The goal of an educational alignment is to observe, measure, re-shape and
improve space utilization to support modern learning today and in the future.

With an eye toward the future, educational environments are being reshaped:
•

to provide the flexibility required to meet the needs of all students diverse
learning styles

•

to support discovery and exploration, the culture of critical thinkers and
problem-solvers

•

to enhance student wellness, both physically and emotionally

“Your goals are the road
maps that guide you and
show you what is possible
for your life.”
- Les Brown
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2.2 | How can buildings provide supportive/effective learning environments?
During the visioning workshop exploration on how a school environment can help prepare students for an unknown future was uncovered through
the DNA of modern-learning. The Four C’s of Effective Learning Environments activity had participants reviewing over a hundred images of
space, activities, color, furniture, etc. divided among groups to discuss where to place each image under the headings of Communication,
Creativity, Collaboration and Critical Thinking.
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Four C’s of Effective Learning Environments

•

Communication

•

Creativity

•

Collaboration

•

Critical Thinking

15

The Four C’s of Effective Learning Environments
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Four C’s of Effective Learning Environments Summary:
Variety of space sizes to support Different Teaching/Learning Styles

•

break-out group spaces for student intervention

•

individual student Work Space

Collaboration/Flexibility/Quick changes in use
Leveraging Circulation Spaces for learning opportunities
Enhance Student Comfort, Activity, & Performance
•

Allow daylight to activate spaces

•

Optimize outdoor leaning opportunities

•

Use of color to enliven spaces

17
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2.2 | Top Ten List

Most Essential Elements for an Effective
Learning Environments

Facility Planning Council’s

TOP TEN LIST

FPC members participated in small group discussions creating the Top Ten List of most
essential elements for an effective learning environment. During the teacher/ staff and
Community visioning sessions each participants was giving the FPC list and asked to rank them
in order of importance with the most important at the top. This was an individual Top Ten List
evaluation. After all sessions were completed Wight & Company added up all the results for the
comprehensive District Wide Top Ten List below.

•

SAFE PLACE VIBE

•

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Additional information per visioning session may be found in the appendices.

•

1. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning Environment to ENLIVEN
SPACES
2. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments
3.

Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

•

STUDENT COMFORT

•

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

•

HEALTH & WELLNESS

•

STUDENT SUPPORT

•

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

•

COLLABORATIVE AREAS

•

DAYLIGHT

4. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
5. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of FLEXIBLE
FURNITURE
6. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
7. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

COLOR & MATERIAL
AESTHETICS

8. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING
9. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small Group Activity
10.

Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE VIBE
19

The Learning Continuum
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2.3 | What does all this mean for District 58?

What should District 58 consider in order to
prepare their students for their next step?

District 58 Focus Areas for Consideration
•

•

Safety & Security
(approach to building, entrance, interior, transparency)
Student Comfort
(temperature, humidity, fresh air, daylight, glare, acoustics)

•

6th – 8th middle schools
(changes in environment when moving 6th graders in)

•

K – 5th grade schools
(opportunities available when moving 6th graders out)

“School is a building which has
four walls with tomorrow inside.”
– Lon Watters
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2.3 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas for Consideration

How does each of focus areas support an effective learning
environment for all students? (in preparation for high school and beyond)
Focus Area Priorities for Consideration: This activity had participants placed dots next to statements to indicate their priorities. The
following pages indicate a comprehensive summary of all workshops.
Additional information per visioning session may be found in the appendices.

I agree; I think this is important and should
be considered a High Priority item (20 POINTS)

I like this, but this a Medium Priority item (10 POINT)

I consider this a Low Priority Item and this is not
important to me (- 20 POINTS)
Place your final blue dots on the ONE statement in
EACH focus area that you AGREE with the
strongest. (40 POINTS)
22

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

392

335

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-57
Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-212

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

208

66

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.
23

Student Comfort & Health

529

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

100

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

-206

450
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

423
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

321
24

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

129

391

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-268

280
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

242
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

140
25

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

424

376

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

186
6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

172
26

148

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

95

Summary—Top Priorities for Consideration

529

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

392
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

391

450

424

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

376

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

423

335

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.
27
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2.4 | Concluding Objectives
From the Visioning Workshops, with the Facility Planning Council (FPC), Faculty, and
Community Engagement, Wight summarized the following factors that surfaced as
“common-tread” objectives required to support future teaching and learning practices:

Concluding Objectives Required to Support Future Teaching and Learning
•

Safety and Security

•

Indoor air quality

•

Collaborative/ Flexible Learning Atmospheres

•

Engaging “Happy” Students

•

Sustainable Environments

Downers Grove Grade School District 58 currently operates and maintains 15
buildings including 11 elementary schools, 2 middle schools, and 2 administrative
centers. Over the years, the District has been mindful of optimizing taxpayers’ dollars
maintaining, upgrading, and improving the infrastructure of educational environments
one major maintenance project at a time without the ability to re-invest/ modernize the
learning environments beyond these major projects and the small school additions
projects to address elementary school space needs. As the District continues to
develop a long-term facility plan to secure the future, providing safe, effective, and
modern learning environments are top priorities of the District and there are two
approaches to accomplish necessary facilities projects. The first is to continue to
improve the facilities based on highest maintenance needs, one major project at a
time. The other option is to take this opportunity to create a plan that transforms
learning environments to support 21st century educational practices across the
District. One way to achieve the latter in a fiscally-responsible manner is to consider
moving 6th grade into the middle schools. Moving 6th grade to the middle schools will
require major additions on both middle school buildings; however, doing so will not
only offer improvements at the middle schools, it will also free up space in the
elementary schools to provide select opportunities for modernization to promote 21st
century learning and to address space needs across the District without several
smaller additions to the District’s elementary schools.

EDUCATION PLANNING EQUATION
1. Methods of Teaching & Learning
+
2. “Happy” Student (SEL support)
+
3. Relevant Curriculum & Programs
+
4. Supportive Learning Environments
=
Students well prepared for their next steps
….high school environment and beyond
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3 I Facility Assessment Study
SUMMARY
In this section, educational alignment assessment is compiled and organized by school building in order to
present detail specific to each school.
Each school will typically have 2 pages of information as illustrated below:

Site Acreage

Site Plan

Current Floor Plan Use

School Photo

Building Facts

“The difference between
something good and something
great is attention to detail.”

- Charles R. Swindoll

Location Map

Learning Spaces Comparison Matrix

Space utilization charts
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WHITTIER SCHOOL

PIERCE DOWNER

LESTER SCHOOL

KINGSLEY SCHOOL

INDIAN TRAIL SCHOOL

HILLCREST SCHOOL

HIGHLAND SCHOOL

HENRY PUFFER SCHOOL

FAIRMOUNT SCHOOL

A vertical column of the same color typically indicates
that the District has treated the type of in the same
manner at all of the schools. For example, Core
Learning Spaces are all green in Technology because
the spaces have all been equipped with dispersed
power, equipment for teaching/learning, data access,
and have a good ability to share content.

EL SIERRA SCHOOL

1.Physical, 2.Health & Comfort, 3.Furniture & Equipment, 4. Technology

BELLE AIRE SCHOOL

Data assessment points were combined into the final rating for each of
the four major categories:

O’NEILL SCHOOL

The buildings were surveyed by a team of a
teachers, staff, FPC members led by the District.
Wight & Company evaluated each survey
questionnaire consolidating into recommendations
for targeted improvements to support modern
learning environments.
These surveys were
primarily performed in December 2018. Most of
the district learning spaces are “fair’, meaning
there is a good base to build on but there is much
work to be done for the spaces to support
“modern-learning”.

HERRICK SCHOOL

3.0 I District Summary

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL
FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

Detail scoring information is located in appendices 4.4.

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX

HERRICK SCHOOL

O’NEILL SCHOOL
BELLE AIRE SCHOOL
EL SIERRA SCHOOL
FAIRMOUNT SCHOOL
HENRY PUFFER SCHOOL
HIGHLAND SCHOOL
HILLCREST SCHOOL
INDIAN TRAIL SCHOOL
KINGSLEY SCHOOL
LESTER SCHOOL
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER SCHOOL
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TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

STUDENT SUPPORT

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

GYMNASIUM

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

DINING

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

MUSIC

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

ART

TECHNOLOGY

EXCELLENT

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GOOD

4

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

3

LIBRARY

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

FAIR

TECHNOLOGY

2

CORE LEARNING SPACES

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

POOR

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CONDITION

1

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

SCORE

Suggested Goals
Reduce circulation space by converting to collaborative use.
Shift excess core classroom space to co-curricular shared
space for “doing” and “making” project space.
Shift excess core classroom space to enhance fine arts and
performance assembly space.

SPACE UTILIZATION
33
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1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

HERRICK SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

GYMNASIUM

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.1 I Herrick Middle School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT

Herrick Middle School

UTILITY

Address:

4435 Middaugh

Built:

1953

Additions:

1963, 1968, 1993, 2005

SQ. FT.:

92,196 SF

FIRST FLOOR

Enrollment: 655 students
Site Area:

11.3 Acres

Location Map:

LOWER FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
35

36
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

O’NEILL SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.2 I O’Neill Middle School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

SECOND FLOOR

TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

O’Neill Middle School
Address:

635 59th Street

Built:

1957

Additions:

1963, 1967, 1971, 1990, 1993

SQ. FT.:

99,047 SF

Enrollment: 439 students
Site Area:

9.5 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
37

38
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

BELLE AIRE SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.3 I Belle Aire Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

Belle Aire Elementary School

TOILET

Address:

3935 Belle Aire Lane

Built:

1969

Additions:

1998

SQ. FT.:

30,204 SF

BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Enrollment: 238 students
Site Area:

9.5 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
39

40
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

EL SIERRA SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.4 I El Sierra Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

El Sierra Elementary School

TOILET

Address:

6835 Fairmount Lane

Built:

1968

Additions:

1993, 1998

SQ. FT.:

33,695 SF

BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Enrollment: 214 students
Site Area:

7.0 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
41

42
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

FAIRMOUNT SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.5 I Fairmount Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Fairmount Elementary School
Address:

6036 Blodgett Ave.

Built:

1959

Additions:

1965, 1973, 1993

SQ. FT.:

34,265 SF

Enrollment: 341 students
Site Area:

8.5 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
43

44
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

HENRY PUFFER SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.6 I Henry Puffer Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

Henry Puffer Elementary School
Address:

2220 Haddow Ave.

Built:

1936

Additions:

1951, 1955, 1959, 1962, 1972

CIRCULATION

SQ. FT.:

54,934 SF

TOILET

Enrollment: 408 students

BUILDING SUP-

Site Area:

UTILITY

Location Map:

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE

LOWER FLOOR

11.3 Acres

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
45

46
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

HIGHLAND SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

GYMNASIUM

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.7 I Highland Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

Highland Elementary School

TOILET

Address:

935 Highland Ave.

Built:

1952

Additions:

1955, 1962, 1972, 1990, 1993

SQ. FT.:

34,148 SF

BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Enrollment: 387 students
Site Area:

6.2 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
47

48
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

HILLCREST SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.8 I Hillcrest Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Hillcrest Elementary School
Address:

1435 Jefferson Ave.

Built:

1952

Additions:

1955, 1962, 1993

SQ. FT.:

45,580 SF

Enrollment: 384 students
Site Area:

9.9 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
49

50
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

INDIAN TRAIL SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.9 I Indian Trail Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Indian Trail Elementary School
Address:

6235 Stonewall

Built:

1967

Additions:

1989, 1993

SQ. FT.:

50,105 SF

Enrollment: 387 students
Site Area:

8.3 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
51

52
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

KINGSLEY SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.10 I Kingsley Elementary School

SITE PLAN

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

Kingsley Elementary School

TOILET

Address:

6509 Powell

Built:

1963

Additions:

1988, 1993

SQ. FT.:

59,685 SF

BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Enrollment: 425 students
Site Area:

10.3 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
53

54
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

LESTER SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.11 I Lester Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

Lester Elementary School

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT

Address:

236 Indianapolis Ave

Built:

1956

Additions:

1959, 1990, 1993, 2018

SQ. FT.:

46,554 SF

Enrollment: 522 students
Site Area:

6.7 Acres

Location Map:

UTILITY

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
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56
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

PIERCE DOWNER

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.12 I Pierce Downer Elementary School

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

SITE PLAN

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION

Pierce Downer Elementary

TOILET

Address:

1436 Grant Ave.

Built:

1951

Additions:

1959, 1968, 1985, 1990, 1993,
1997, 2013

SQ. FT.:

37,108 SF

BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Enrollment: 334 students
Site Area:

5.2 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
57

58
1
POOR

2
FAIR

3
GOOD

4
EXCELLENT

WHITTIER SCHOOL

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CAMPUS CONTEXT
OVERALL

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

DINING

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

MUSIC

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

ART

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

850
900
800
850
800
700
800
900
850
800
800
870
850

TECHNOLOGY

AVERAGE SQ. FT.
INSTRUCTION SIZE

141
226
127
157
100
135
88
119
129
140
89
111
116

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

GROSS SQ. FT.
PER STUDENT

41
76
49
69
46
50
43
54
58
59
42
55
42

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

CLASSROOM AREA
PER STUDENT

11.3
9.5
9.5
7.0
8.5
11.3
6.2
9.9
8.3
10.3
6.7
5.2
4.5

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

CURRENT
ACREAGE

655
439
238
214
341
408
387
384
387
425
522
334
323

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

LIBRARY

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CORE LEARNING SPACES

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

TECHNOLOGY

FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

CONDITION

HEALTH AND
COMFORT

SCORE

ENROLLMENT
2018

HERRICK MS
O’NEILL MS
BELLE AIRE
EL SIERRA
FAIRMOUNT
HENRY PUFFER
HIGHLAND
HILLCREST
INDIAN TRAIL
KINGSLEY
LESTER
PIERCE DOWNER
WHITTIER

PHYSICAL
QUALITIES

3.13 I Whittier Elementary School

SITE PLAN

FACILITY
CONFIGURATION

LEARNING SPACES COMPARISON MATRIX
STUDENT SUPPORT

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
CIRCULATION
TOILET
BUILDING SUPPORT
UTILITY

Whittier Elementary School
Address:

536 Hill

Built:

1928

Additions:

1950, 1960, 1990, 1993

SQ. FT.:

37,435 SF

Enrollment: 323 students
Site Area:

4.5 Acres

Location Map:

FIRST FLOOR

SPACE UTILIZATION
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4 | Appendix
Appendix 4.1
Top Ten List Most Essential Elements for Effective Learning Environments Detail

Appendix 4.2
Visioning – Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Area Detail

Appendix 4.3
Facility Assessment Survey Form Details

“Education is all a matter of
building bridges”
- Ralph Ellison

61
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4.1 | Top Ten List - FPC

Most Essential Elements for an Effective
Learning Environments
FPC members participated in small group discussions. Each group was given a list of twenty
words/phrases and asked to select the top ten elements that are essential for an effective
learning environment AND rank them in order of importance with the most important at the top.
At the end the small groups reported back to the larger team. After the visioning workshop the
each groups list was assigned points based on importance. Each groups number one element
was given 10 points the second was worth 9 points and so on. The list to the right identifies the
FPC’s collective Top Ten List based on the top ten items with the most points in order of value.
The following where the list of twenty elements each group received.

Facility Planning Council’s

TOP TEN LIST
1. SAFE PLACE VIBE
2. INDOOR AIR QUALITY

3. COLOR & MATERIAL
AESTHETICS

STUDENT COMFORT

LIGHTING CONTROL

4. STUDENT COMFORT

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

HEALTH & WELLNESS CULTURE

5. EMOTIONAL SUPPORT

COLOR & MATERIAL AESTHETICS

TRANSPARENCY INTO CLASSROOMS

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

ABUDANCE OF MATERIALS DISPLAYED

6. HEALTH & WELLNESS
CULTURE

UP-TO-DATE TECHNOLOGY

SAFE PLACE VIBE

DISPLAY SURFACES

CLASSROOMS

MATERIAL STORAGE

COLLABORATIVE AREAS

DAYLIGHT

INFORMATION RESOURCES

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

STUDENT SUPPORT

SUSTAINABILITY

WILDCARD (group can add one)

7. STUDENT SUPPORT
8. FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

9. COLLABORATIVE AREAS
10. DAYLIGHT
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4.1 | Top Ten List - per school

Most Essential Elements for an Effective Learning Environments
Herrick Middle School

O’Neill Middle School

1. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

1. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

2. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

2. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

VIBE
3. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

VIBE
3. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

Group Activity
4. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

Group Activity
4. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

5. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
6. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

5. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
6. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

7. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

8. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

8. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES
9. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

9. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

10. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
•

Clean/Safe/Clear water for drinking and cooking

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

•

Performance Space, Field House, Acoustic improvement; Update

•

classrooms
•
64

Middle School Philosophy

Updated Science & Home Ec. Labs

El Sierra School

Fairmount School

1. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

1. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

VIBE
2. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

VIBE
2. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

3. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING
4. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

3. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING
4. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

5. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE
6. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

5. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY
6. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT
8. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

7. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

9. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

8. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

9. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

10. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments
OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
•

•

None

Monitors in each classroom adjacent to dry erase board. No more
projection screens

•

Administrative Assistance

•

More Storage Spaces
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4.1 | Top Ten List - per school (cont.)

Most Essential Elements for an Effective Learning Environments
Henry Puffer Elementary

Highland School

1. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

1. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE

2. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

2. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

3. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE

3. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

4. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

4. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

5. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

5. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

6. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

6. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT
8. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments
9. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT
8. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
9. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

10. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

•

Larger Classroom/Learning Spaces

•

•

Early Childhood Building
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Space that allow for small class size, specialists, art, music, etc…

Hillcrest School

Indian Trail School

1. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

1. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE

2. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
3. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE
4. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

2. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING
3. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
4. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
5. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

5. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

Group Activity

6. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

6. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

7. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

8. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of

8. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

9. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

9. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

•

•

Additional Space for Dinning

Real full day Kindergarten
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4.1 | Top Ten List - per school (cont.)

Most Essential Elements for an Effective Learning Environments
Kingsley School

Lester School

1. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

1. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

2. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES
3. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

2. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments
3. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

4. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE
5. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small
Group Activity

4. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT
5. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
6. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

6. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

Group Activity

7. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

7. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

8. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

8. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

9. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

9. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE

10. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE
VIBE

10. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

•

•

Early Childhood Center

•

Do Not move 6th grade out; Explore Pre-K & Kindergarten Center vs. 6th

Yoga Studio

grade MS model
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Pierce Downer School & Belle Aire School

Whittier School

1. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

1. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

VIBE

2. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning
Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

2. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
3. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

3. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

Group Activity
4. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

4. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

5. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

5. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

6. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of

6. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING

FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

7. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small

7. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments

Group Activity

8. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS

8. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY

9. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT

9. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources

10. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning

10. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE

Environment to ENLIVEN SPACES

VIBE
OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:
•

•

None

None
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4.1 | Top Ten List - Community Engagement Sessions

Most Essential Elements for an Effective Learning Environments
Community Engagement Sessions
1. Use of Color, Light & Material Aesthetics in the Learning Environment to
ENLIVEN SPACES
2. Adapt spaces for STUDENT COMFORT
3. Enhance access to STUDENT SUPPORT resources
4. Enhance EMOTIONAL SUPPORT & SOCIAL WELLBEING
5. Enhance student HEALTH & WELLNESS
6. Bringing DAYLIGHT into Learning Environments
7. Improve INDOOR AIR QUALITY
8. Provide Agile and Adaptable Classrooms through the uses of FLEXIBLE
FURNITURE
9. Creating a safe and secure atmosphere – SAFE PLACE VIBE
10. Support Creative Thinking, COLLABORATION, and Small Group Activity

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

•

Equity of Resoure/Space per Student

•

Connection to Nature

•

Reduce Class Size

•

Building Sustainability

•

Better Integration of Technology

•

Real Full Day Kindergarten

•

District Equity-All facilities Same/Similar
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4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas for Consideration

How does each of focus areas support an effective learning
environment for all students? (in preparation for high school and beyond)

Focus Area Priorities: This activity had participants place dots next to statements to indicate their priorities.

I agree; I think this is important and should
be considered a High Priority item (2 POINTS)

I like this, but this a Medium Priority item (1 POINT)

I consider this a Low Priority Item and this is not
important to me (- 2 POINTS)
Place your final blue dots on the ONE statement in
EACH focus area that you AGREE with the
strongest. (4 POINTS)
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4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - FPC Members

Safety & Security

78

37

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Scanning of visitor driver’s license and
bullet resistant glass separating check-in
desk before visitor is admitted into the
office is essential in protecting the office
and staff as command central point
during a potential intruder event.

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are the most
important way for students and staff to
increase safety awareness.

17
Transparency between is classrooms and
corridors is essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

4

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive, well-lit at the exterior of
the buildings.

27

22

Students should not be allowed to carry
backpacks, computer bags, purses,
computer or any type of bag that could
conceal a weapon. All bags must be
stored in lockers throughout the day.

- 29
Robust drivers’ license scanners and key
card systems must be installed at all
schools. Staff must use key card ID to
enter at designated doors, visitors must
enter through main entry and have
driver’s license/ID
scanned – no
exceptions.

- 34

Safety should be visually apparent to all
who approach and enter building. High
level security measures including a metal
detector/scanners will be located at main
entry to ensure weapons are not brought
into the school.
73

Student Comfort & Health

62

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air should be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity and to
control growth of mold/allergens.

Fluorescent classroom lighting should be
improved with LED lighting in order to
save energy and eliminate the possibility
of triggering photosensitive epileptic
seizures.

35

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

55

New mechanical systems should included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

25
New mechanical systems for learning
environments
must
include
air
conditioning.

36

All current mechanical systems that
produce noise from fans inside the
classrooms should be upgraded and
brought within appropriate acoustic range
for instruction.

17
All learning environments should include
natural daylight and the ability for
students to have a sense of the outdoors.

36
74

Window shades and/or tinted glass is
essential in controlling glare from daylight
and enhancing viewing of content
displayed by projection, on screens or
with personal devices.

14

The lack of air-conditioning causes
students and staff to be distracted in the
classroom.

12

- 62

In order to conserve electrical cost for the
District, operable windows and ceiling
fans should be installed in all classrooms
rather than mechanical air conditioning.
Common rooms such as libraries,
cafeterias and multi-purpose rooms would
be air-conditioned an students could
rotate in/out of those rooms on hot days.

“Education, therefore, is a
process of living and not a
preparation for future
living.”
- John Dewey

75

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school should be
used to allow reconfiguration of existing
spaces in order to be able accommodate
modern learning flexibility.

55

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school should be used
to create STE(A)M discovery zones for
each grade level.

9
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school should be used
to make up any classroom space
shortages that may exist for programs
such as art, music and STEM.

48

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings will
allow the school culture (vibe) to become
more focused on younger learners.

- 14
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school should be used
to expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

33

- 36
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school should be used
to create more multi-purpose space and
separate physical education space from
cafeteria space.

23
76

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school should be used
to provide additional before-after school
club space that can be shred by the
community.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

93

56

Moving 6th graders to the junior high
schools and creating a middle school
model is the best way to balance the
academic, social and emotional energy of
6th graders as they prepare to transition
to high school in a few short years.

6th graders should be moved into to the
junior high schools to have access to
science labs and other amenities of a
junior high curriculum. Adequate number
of labs, STEM areas and other
specialized curricular spaces should be
provided.

Adding 6th grade to the junior high
schools gives students an extra year of
transition time in the same building before
moving on to high school.

17

17

6th graders moving to the junior high
schools will have greater access after
school
clubs,
theatrical/musical
performing arts and team sports.

33

27

12
Improving and modernizing junior high
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the junior high
school may benefit socially and
emotionally by having access to
counselling staff that are also working
with
7th
and
8th
graders—(an
understanding of the path forward).

6th graders moving to the junior high
schools could provide more mentoring
opportunities for 7th & 8th graders,
therefore
small-group
collaborative
spaces should be provided throughout
the buildings.

6th graders moving to the junior high
schools should be located in a separate
area of the buildings to minimize
interaction with 7th/8th graders.

- 42
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4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Herrick Middle School

Safety & Security

56

16

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

16
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

15
78

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

3
Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-63

Student Comfort & Health

68

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

23
New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

15

48
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

33

25

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.
79

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

4

18
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

11

-06
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

5
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

5
80

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

78

52

47

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

33
6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

12

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.
6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

41
81

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - O’Neill Middle School

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

28

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

-13
Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

26

-7

-10
82

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-59
Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

21

44

34

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-10

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

26
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

25
83

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

26

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

-4
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

4

-53
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

2
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

0
84

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

78

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

7

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

2

29

25

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

24
85

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - El Sierra School

Safety & Security

50

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

13

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

24

19
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

14
86

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

11
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

-11

24
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

22

-20

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

14

0

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.
87

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

7

36

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

22

-8
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

11

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

8
88

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders
6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

-6

22

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

-24

16

14

6

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.
89

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Fairmount School

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

32

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-21
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

17

8

-26
Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

7
90

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health

52

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

22

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

38

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

7
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

33

25

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.
91

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

41

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

15
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-29

38
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

35
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

29
92

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

28

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

11

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

22

20

-2

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

20
93

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Henry Puffer Elementary

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

16

-16
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

11

11

11
94

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-18
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

5

32

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

-3

19
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

18

11

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.
95

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

4

32

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

0

13
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

13
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

11
96

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

18

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

6

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

15

5

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

15

13

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.
97

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Highland School

Safety & Security

91

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

-13

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

51

26
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-3
98

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-33
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

53

48

-18
Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-61

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

45
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

15
99

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

15

96
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

33

-57
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

28
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

25
100

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

79

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

16

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

40

22

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

-33
Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

18
101

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Hillcrest School

Safety & Security

23

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-3
Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

-34

21
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

14

11
102

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

34

34

12
Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-26

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

15
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

14
103

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

20

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

2
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-8

15
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

11
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

9
104

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

42

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

10

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

24

18

7

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

17
105

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Indian Trail School

Safety & Security

48

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

3

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

34

-22
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

15

4
106

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health

46

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

-9

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

13

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-16
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

6
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

-1
107

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

-16

15
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

15

-35
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

14
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-4
108

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders
6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

37

27

22

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

8
6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

3

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

21
109

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Kingsley School

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

31

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-7
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

-11

21

17

4
110

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Student Comfort & Health

65

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

10

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-21

41
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

27
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

22
111

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-11

35
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

30

-2
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

14
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

9
112

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

49

39

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

9

-11

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

36
6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

10
113

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Lester School

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

72

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

-16
Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

-22

51

34

26
114

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

21

98
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

89

76

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-36
Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

58
115

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

91

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

1
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

-15

45
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

42
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

34
116

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

44

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

-48

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

-52

31

20

2

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.
117

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Pierce Downers & Belle Aire Schools

Safety & Security

69

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

0
Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

-12

34
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

19

13
118

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Student Comfort & Health
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

53

53

26
Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-32

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

49
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

44
119

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

4

45
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

39

-68
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

33
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

29
120

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

69

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

13

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

42

32

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

-8
Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

30
121

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Whittier School

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

33

-25
On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

18

16

4
122

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-41
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Student Comfort & Health
Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

2

48

42

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-12

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

29
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

21
123

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

56

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

19
6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

-62

30
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

27
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

21
124

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

29

24

24

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

5
6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

-8

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

15
125

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas -

Elementary Schools Summary

Safety & Security
Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

302

236

34
Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

133
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

87
126

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-119

Student Comfort & Health

427

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

54

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

374

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

-211
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

358

Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

263
127

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

136

360

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

-220

265
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

222
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

139
128

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

352

220

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

94

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

33

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

153
6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

121
129

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Middle Schools Summary

Safety & Security

49

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-37

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

44

6

-56
Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

2
130

Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

Student Comfort & Health

102

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

46

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

5

92
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

58

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

49
131

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

-10

31

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

-48

20
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

15
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

4
132

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

156

72

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

54

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

19

6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

65
Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

62
133

4.2 |Exploring Goals for District 58 Focus Areas - Community Engagement

Safety & Security

12

Our buildings should convey an open,
welcoming image to all visitors upon
approach and entry to the main entry.
Security measures will be present, but
first impression of guests will be one of
openness.

Transparency between classrooms and
corridors are essential to ensure visual
observation of student and staff activities
within the classroom.

-37

Before a visitor is admitted into the office
it is essential to protect the office, staff,
and students.

72

10
Our main entrances need to be more
clearly distinctive and well-lit at the
exterior of the buildings.

03

03
134

On-going education about safety/security
protocols and practice drills are important
way for students and staff to increase
safety awareness.

Drivers’ license scanners and key card
systems must be installed at all schools.
Staff must use key card ID to enter at
designated doors, visitors must enter
through main entry and have driver’s
license/ID scanned – no exceptions.

Student Comfort & Health

70

Improving indoor air quality through
mechanical ventilation is required by
building codes for schools. Conditioning
the air could be added with ventilation
systems to remove humidity, better
control air temperatures, and control
growth of mold/allergens.

12

Update fluorescent classroom lighting to
improve classroom environments and
foster comfort and health. For example
LED lighting, lighting control sensors that
detect occupancy, and uses of daylight in
spaces to save energy.

New mechanical systems could included
the ability to be digitally controlled to
conserve energy when buildings are not
occupied.

Student and staff focus is improved when
temperature and humidity are controlled
in the classrooms.

-01

33
New mechanical systems for learning
environments should include air
conditioning.

18
Learning environments should consider
including natural daylight into spaces.

53
135

6th Grade Vacates K-5 Building
Classroom space vacated by 6th graders
in each elementary school could be used
to adjust existing spaces in order to
accommodate modern learning flexibility.

54

Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create spaces to learn by making and
doing.

-15
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
make up any classroom space shortages
that may exist. I.E. additional
classrooms, special ed, art, music, etc.

53

-31
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
expand student support space and
activities for academic enrichment and
intervention.

20
Classrooms vacated by 6th graders in
each elementary school could be used to
create more multi-purpose space.

-12
136

6th graders vacating the K-5 buildings
could allow the school culture (vibe) to
become more focused on younger
learners.

6th Graders with 7th/8th Graders

47

88

Moving 6th graders to the middle schools
and creating a middle school model is the
best way to balance the academic, social
and emotional energy of 6th graders as
they prepare to transition to high school in
a few short years.

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access to science
labs, advanced math classes and other
amenities of a middle curriculum.
Adequate number of labs, STEM areas,
and other specialized curricular spaces
could be provided.

Adding 6th grade to the middle schools
gives students an extra year of transition
time in the same building before moving
on to high school.

-11
6th graders moving to the middle school
may benefit socially and emotionally by
having access to counselling staff that are
also working with 7th and 8th graders (an
understanding of the path forward).

05

6th graders moving to the middle schools
could have greater access after school
clubs, theatrical/musical performing arts
and team sports.

10

31

Improving and modernizing middle
schools to provide the 6th graders with a
middle school structure could be less
costly than renovating space in each
elementary school to provide a similar
experience for 6th graders.
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

92,196
4435 Middaugh Avenue

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

655

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1953
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

140.7572519

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

X

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

X
X
X
X

X
X

No vestibule before total building access
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Limited exterior capacity; dead end location; limited parking; north entrance/exit an issue; random non-school traffic; 8-10 full buses;
Should talk to village about speed humps/table
drop-off/pickup is pretty bad; impact of elementary students coming in for activities same time as dismissal
Overall event limitations
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I. Campus Context
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS: Center hallway - 12'; Upstairs hallway 9'; Southeast hallway only 9' locker
to locker
PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X
X
X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

X
X

No signage present

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions
Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance
Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

50/50 on separate counselor suite
X

X
X

Café is loud

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Loud in counselor suite

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

Great outdoor classroom

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Availability of restrooms and locations - especially SE; restrooms look aged, worn, and smell;
Conference room 12' x 19' - adjacent to choir - sound issue; stairwells are directional up/down only passing periods
Lack of flex space in core areas; terrible circulation flow; high enrollment/small hallways
Overall a tired place; 60 plus years and it shows; layout is a mess; up/down/dead space/random stairwells
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS: Science Rooms - 43' x 25' and 43' x 28'' 3' makes a good improvement
Old Computer Lab - 28' x 28'

PHOTO #

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

3

2

1

SS room bigger

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

2

2

1

Some movable walls/poor sound Math

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station

Newer lab style tables not easy to move

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

2

1

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

3

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

Science storage in class and in shared rooms

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

Fixed open narrow shelving

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Small closets

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

1

Lots of windows, lots of old blinds

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Lighting setup and controls not helpful to instruction

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Old outdated lab stations

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

3

3

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

Mechanical noise in old computer lab

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

Movement around science stations a problem

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

Typical core room 25' x28'; other area 26' x 29'
SPECIFIC NOTES
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Science - Designed for 22 comfortable; we may have up to 28 max; sinks, faucets, drains, heat all issues; water quality a concern
101/103 has no exhaust or hoods
106 has supplemental heater, exhaust is too loud, lots of visible heating components, and electric cabinetry
Foreign Language - 34' x 27' - paired desks; temp concerns - 75° - no heat on - boiler room location?
Spanish
43' 26'
French
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: Orhestra size 32' x 64' is good

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
LIBRARY

FITNESS

FACS

ORCHESTRA

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

3

2

3

FACS odd design; supervision gaps with washer/dryer

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

FACS space limitations; library insufficient size

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

2

3

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

2

3

3

3

2

3

FACS station limited

3

3

2

3

Limited library breakout space

3

3

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

3

3

1

2

FACS old outdated

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

3

2

2

Donor wall

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

1

1

2

Small whiteboard in FACS

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

3

Multiple TV's in fitness

3

2

2

2

FACS no pantry/orchestra needs instrument storage

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

2

2

2

FACS cabinetry awful

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

1

2

2

3

1

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

3

1

2

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

2

LRC & Fitness has A/C from rooftop/No windows in Fitness

Lighting controls by line not quadrant

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

1

2

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

Sone acousti concerns in Orchestra room

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

2

3

Tables & hairs in FACS

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

3

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

2

1

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Library funiture - 1 style
FACS old outdated kitchens

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
FACS - old appliances; no exhaust fans for smells & burns; brown water from pipes
Library - no good media space without collaboration
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FACS - old appliances; no exhaust fans for smells & burns; brown water from pipes
Library - no good media space without collaboration

HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: Band room size 63' x 49'
Music/Choir Room size is 28' x 39'

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
ART

CHOIR

BAND

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

1

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

Use of wall space

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics
6 Surfaces

Large art room/choir room small/band room large

Band room is large and a good size

3

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

3

2

2

3

3

3

Choir room has build in storage

2

3

3

Band room could use more instrument storage

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

3

3

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

3

3

2

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Art has old cabinets

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

3

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

1

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

2

2

2

Band room hot

Boiler room under Choir room/loud roof in band room

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Band room has frequest temp modulation; windy days create creaking noises from building components
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
Band room has frequest temp modulation; windy days create creaking noises from building components
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: Gym size - 60' x 112'; 2nd small gym - 40' x 59'
Cafetorium - 65' x 60'

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

Café small for large events; no assembly space 7th/8th format

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

No gym curtain

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

1

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

2

No Fixed projector in gym/café has projector

2

2

Large gym small closet

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

No dining table storage space

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

No windows in café; 1 set of doors

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

No windows in either gym

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

1

1 switch for all lights in café

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

Café is loud and echo

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

Dining furniture is good but very time consuming

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

1

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

1

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Old wood bleachers

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Gym has a low ceiling; access options are limited from exterior; old hoops
Sprinkler room is also PE storage
Locker rooms height restrictions - mechanical equipment - PE teachers offices also
Locker sizes are a problem, especially girls
Cafeteria assemble in gym or by grade levels; too small for events; lunch mostly works but not events
Stage lighting controls outdated
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: SASED room - 24' x 27'

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL COUNSELOR/
WORKER
SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

2

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

2

2

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

1

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

Room 100 is large/Counselor suite is small

Exposed heating pipe in Spec. Ed

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

Interior offices are hot; no ventilation
Interior offices no windows & Spec. Ed

2

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

1

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

1

1

Counselor rooms not private, gym noise

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

1

1

2

Resource has good variety; useful & flexible

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

1

1

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

3

1

1

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

1

1

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

1

1

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
ELA room 102 is large & flexible
SW/Speech/Psych adjacent to SASED Special Ed room has A/C but poor ventilation; privacy concerns with conversations
SASED room has a dungeon feel - Interior room with lots of mechanical piping; portable AC spot cooler; 2 door with small storage which is a mess
Reading Specialist - mixed furniture and next to loud room; drywall wall
VI. Student Support
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HERRICK MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT

ELA room 102 is large & flexible
SW/Speech/Psych adjacent to SASED Special Ed room has A/C but poor ventilation; privacy concerns with conversations
SASED room has a dungeon feel - Interior room with lots of mechanical piping; portable AC spot cooler; 2 door with small storage which is a mess
Reading Specialist - mixed furniture and next to loud room; drywall wall
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Matt Neustadt
Number of Sections/Grade
7th and 8th Grade

Herrick Middle School
Current Enrollment
655

SASED Multi-Needs

12/7/18
Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

No space for students to work collaboratively outside of the
classroom unlesall floors.
Number of classrooms is already causing some teachers to be
traveling teachers for our classes offered (extra math, health)
Lack of storage space throughout the building
Science lab counter space is too small - also space behind
counters is limited
Small gym is too small - large gym basketball court is not full size,
bleachers come right to out of bounds line
When middle schools used for large meetings or presentations,
space available is limited (can not have full school assembly)
Hallways are tight during passing periods
No free space or classrooms during the day - especially during
health in PE
Only one conference room - would be nice to have more
opportunity for smaller group meeting areas

Science lab and FACS lab condition and age.
There is no direct access to the main office from the front door.
It is very difficult to isolate the gym space from the rest of the
building for evening and weekend events.
Announcements cannot be heard in hallways.
Front entry not very welcoming
Space is an issue across the school
Random spaces that are not used well - too much dead space
Narrow hallways - dark & crowded during passing periods
Not all rooms have method of egress in case of emergency
Lack of privacy in counseling area...no windows or ventilation
Temperature inconsistencies
No ventilation in all science labs/classrooms

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name

School Name

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

Science & FACS Labs
Additional classrooms to allow for available spaces during the day
Gym space - larger and more flexible
Front office & security
AC in whole school
More collaboration/common spaces

In general, there is no breakout space available other than
hallways.
We have no empty rooms during the day for this
Need more classroom space for collaboration or one on one space
for breakouts
Classroom space for small groups only available in about 4
classrooms (100, 102, 203, 215)
Common spaces are insufficient

Space in Library does not allow for two activities to exist at the
same time
There is sufficient natural light
Visual excitement in the space is good
There is not enough space or adjacent available space to allow for
modern living, collaboration, and flexible learning experiences
Media room?
Need space for quiet work areas
Additional seating needed

General classroom sizes are good.
Some inconsistencies with space available in classrooms
Furniture is primarily single student desk or 2 person tables.
Natural light is good in some areas, but overall group feels that
here are more spaces with poor natural lighting
Need more storage
Science labs need more space behind lab counters

Building has a feel of an older building. Well maintained over the
years, but outdated in general
Insufficient natural light in many areas
Does not feel modern
Bathrooms are very old and need to be updated
Older cabinets and appliances in FACS room - difficult to operate
Rusty water at times and water must be left on to get cleaner
water out of faucets

Science & FACS Lab spaces
SASED room has no natural light
Bleachers in large gym are outdated
Space around gyms and orchestra/band rooms have many small
storage areas and some odd staircases/egress paths
Science lab stations need sinks, but not gas at every station

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Additional classrooms, 10+ for additional grade level of 300+.
Additional gym space
New or expanded locker rooms
Larger cafeteria
Additional storage space
Parking lot space increased
Core facility space that serves as the hub of the building with
access to services, office, etc.

Connect counseling offices to main office area
Auditorium for musicals/whole school assemblies/district meeting
space

Lack of privacy, poor ventilation and natural lighting
Not connected to main office or centrally located
More space for counseling - small group meeting area
Noise issues with location

Space is fine
Needs to be updated
Good space to display student work
Additional storage needed for exploratory class

●
●
●
●
●

Choir room is classroom with carpet
Extra furniture makes choir room feel crowded
Orchestra room has many small offices - good space in room for orchestra
Storage is out in the open
Could space be used in a better way?

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

●
●
●
●

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

●
●
●
●

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?
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●
●
●

Too hot in orchestra room - damages instruments
Band room is good size, has good storage
Seems like a lot of space for a room that is used only for one period a day and two days a week for
technique classes

Herrick hallways are too narrow - need more room for size/population of school
Safety/security at main entrance is lacking. Office should be connected to main entrance
Cafeteria is dark and gloomy. Space is limited for some of the events that middle schools host
Furniture is not all flexible
No space for whole school assemblies
Ceiling in large gym is very low
Basketball floor in large gym is too small - bleachers come right up to out of bounds lines
Additional classroom space for current student population and health that is taught in PE would be
ideal

Geoff Neustadt’s notes from walk through

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

99,047
635 59TH STREET, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

439

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1957
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

225.61959

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

X

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

10 Exterior building image

X

Standing water in playfields

X
X
X

X
X

Open to entire building upon entry

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Staff & visitor parking suffiecient; building used a lot night and day
7-10 busses lineup on 59th Street
Several entry sidewalks lead you to entry doors; not necessarily main entry
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X
X
X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

X
X

Some interior wayfinding but you have to look hard

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Gym used for assembly

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls
Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

X

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

Exceptional Qualities

X
X

Nice courtyard area

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Ample bathrooms - just need refreshing; work rooms in a couple of locations; some bathrooms with terrazzo
Conference room is workable; not convenient location opposite main office; room by library - 2nd conference room - underused
Main office area - work room - good flex space; AP & Principal locations separated
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: 2nd floor NE - Language Arts - 25' x 334;
Science rooms 20' x 39" & 28' x 40'; 26' x 42'

CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Math

Social
Studies

English

World
Language

Science

PHOTO #

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

2

1

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

1

2

2

2

1

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

2

2

2

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

3

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

1

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Science labs old outdated

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

3

Some new controls, vicbox
Some newer blinds

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

Room 107 empty - basic - 25' x 32'
SPECIFIC NOTES
Storage space in general in classrooms lacking; carpet in upstairs rooms and halls
8 classrooms in NE sections have either temp walls or movable partitions
Science 135 - Brown water concerns
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Storage space in general in classrooms lacking; carpet in upstairs rooms and halls
8 classrooms in NE sections have either temp walls or movable partitions
Science 135 - Brown water concerns

ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
COMMENTS: Fitness size 27' x 53'; Orchestra 27' x 51'
FACS 26' x 48'

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LIBRARY

FITNESS

FACS

ORCHESTRA

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities

1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

3

2

2

2

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

1

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

3

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

3

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

3

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

2

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

FACS size works; just outdated

Library has large ADA ramp

All have projectors
LRC has storage room

FACS has no pantry/Fitness has storage office

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

2

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Not many windows, bigger room

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
A/V room - 2nd floor NE - good work room and study collaboration space
2nd floor resource - older section - 28' x 32' - no cabinetry and 1 closet; other resource 24' x 32'
Orchestra room has daylight and needs more instrument storage
Library - clearly defined instructional vs reading and stacks locations
IV. Non-Core Learning Space
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE

A/V room - 2nd floor NE - good work room and study collaboration space
2nd floor resource - older section - 28' x 32' - no cabinetry and 1 closet; other resource 24' x 32'
Orchestra room has daylight and needs more instrument storage
Library - clearly defined instructional vs reading and stacks locations
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS
COMMENTS: Band size 44' x 55' Choir 23' x 38'
Art size 26' x 40'

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

ART

MUSIC/CHOIR

BAND

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities

1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

1

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

1

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

1

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

3

2

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Choir small interior room

Band could use more instrument storage

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

1

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

3

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

1

2

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

1

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

1

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

1

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

1

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

1

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

1

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

Choir poor ventilation

Choir no windows or escape routes

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Good daylight and storage for band
Art room worn down - a few of the old lab tables are heavy slate - known to have asbestos content
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS

Good daylight and storage for band
Art room worn down - a few of the old lab tables are heavy slate - known to have asbestos content
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: Gym 66' x 84'; Small gym 44' x 90'

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

Small gym low ceiling/heating unit

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

2

Gym curtain

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

HVAC equip look intrusive and dirty

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Café has projector

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

1

1

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

1

3

No windows in café/or small gym

Baffles present in gym but deteriorating

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Both middle schools - court size/lines don't really fit into space
no toilet in boys locker room
Cafetorium - no daylight; fits lunch group; kitchen space very tight; HE & ON create free & reduced lunch and transport to those locations
Locker room space is nice
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ONEIL MIDDLE SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL COUNSELOR/
WORKER
SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

3

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

1

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

SE rooms are good size

6 Surfaces

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

2

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

SE has fixed cabinets

2

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

1

1

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Couns & SW adjacency tight espeially with sound
DLP rooms located close to nurse and main ofice area is a plus
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EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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BEST/DLP

7th and 8th grade

Science lab and FACS lab condition. Science labs are not together.
Principal office, nurse, and conference room are not in main office. There
is no direct access to the main office from the front door. Tiny lockers in
girls’ locker room. Not enough lockers on 2nd floor. Cafeteria kitchen and
prep space is too small and equipment breaks regularly - main freezer is
outside the building. Small group work is often done in hallways. Support
staff is spread all over the building. It is very difficult to isolate the gym
space from the rest of the building for evening and weekend events.
Clocks are not centrally controlled. Announcements cannot be heard in
hallways. Lack of soundproofing. Noise travels from room to room
especially in the rooms with the curtain wall. The heating unit in the small
gym makes it impossible to play volleyball because it hangs so low. See
additional items in #3

Safe in main office, room 104, choir room, orchestra room, cafeteria,
science labs, FACS lab, locker rooms, cafeteria kitchen and prep space,
locker banks in hallways. Blinds in most classrooms are non functional.

No. You can tell the building was built in the 50’s and is showing its age.

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?
4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
There is no space for students to work collaboratively outside of the
classroom.
something that is important to
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

12/7/18
Special Programs Served

Matt Durbala
Number of Sections/Grade

O’Neill Middle School
Current Enrollment
7th: 222, 8th: 217
Total: 439

Date of Walkthrough

Principal Name

School Name

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?
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Locker room space, main office space, cafeteria prep, not enough
classrooms, work rooms, no faculty bathroom on 2nd floor.

N/A

Science labs/FACS kitchens, air conditioning.

In general, there is none. We have one room for this but it is not
physically near the majority of our classrooms. Collaboration happens in
the hallways.

Good natural light. No separation of noisy and quiet. No visual
excitement. Library could expand in to room 104 and/or 106.

General classroom sizes are good. There is a lack of storage in the pre1993 rooms. Furniture is primarily single student desk or 2 person tables.
Furniture is not flexible. Natural light is good.

The main entrance needs security upgrades to force visitors into the main office instead of having access to
the building. The office needs to be reconfigured to function more effectively and the Principal, AP and nurse
all need space in the main office.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

Band room is a good space in a good location. Orchestra is in a good location but is not in a purpose built
space. Orchestra is held in a converted industrial arts lab. The choir room has no windows and poor
ventilation. The size of the room limits the number of students who can be in choir. The choir room is not
located near the other music rooms. The general music exploratory class is held in a classroom and has to
move to the choir room when playing music because it is too disruptive to neighboring classes.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

The art room is good sized but very dated and desperately needs new furniture and storage cabinets. The
kiln is in the storage closet and takes up most of the room. This is a potential safety issue.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

We have enough space to give our support staff their own office. Offices are spread all over the building and
not in a centralized space. This is confusing for students and makes coordination and communication
between staff very difficult.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

30,204
3935 BELLE AIRE LANE DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

238

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1969
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

126.907563

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

12/6/2018

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

X

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

X

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

10 Exterior building image

X
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Playground needs updating - equipment and sitework
Slope of parking lot can sometimes be problematic
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X
X
X

Cluttered

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

X

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

Except for Art/Music rooms
Main entry hallway is narrow; classroom corridors blocked or limited

X
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Areas near gym are louder

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X

TV and wall space for display in entry

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Old chalkboards, file cabinets, storage units, and rolling partitions are used to create "walls" and attempts at sound reduction; rummage sale appearance
Egress views partially obscured by 6, 7, 8 ft items
Interior rooms don't have natural light; skylights are obscured; lack of bathrooms, proper locations, and number of toilets
Chalkboards not whiteboards and few of them
- Traffic flow to/from coat bays is disruptive; sometimes times are different for lunch/breaks especially Kindergarten
- Safety concerns with older rolling chalkboards and partitions; stacking items very high on questionable bases
- Noise levels have increased over the years; enrollment up and delivery of instruction is different; noise crosses over between rooms
- Succeeded with visual barrier for distractions over the years but not sound
- Northwest coat room is insufficient size; kids can't all fit in there
- Coat rooms with additions have the solid dividing wall; traffic flow and supervision are problematic
- Impact of Kindergarten - 2nd room - in main building space; different recess schedule, traffic flow times, music and distractions
- Conference room is not confidential; just ceiling grid
- Teachers lounge insufficient size; electrical limitations; 2 microwaves on trips circuits; outdated
- Teacher work room is small, barely workable, limited table working space and old shelving
- NurseII.bathroom
very small; furniture and cabinets old
Facility Configuration
1/15/2019 8:43 AM
- Entry is small and creates lines and problems during events/visitors
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Old chalkboards, file cabinets, storage units, and rolling partitions are used to create "walls" and attempts at sound reduction; rummage sale appearance
Egress views partially obscured by 6, 7, 8 ft items
Interior rooms don't have natural light; skylights are obscured; lack of bathrooms, proper locations, and number of toilets
Chalkboards not whiteboards and few of them
- Traffic flow to/from coat bays is disruptive; sometimes times are different for lunch/breaks especially Kindergarten
- Safety concerns with older rolling chalkboards and partitions; stacking items very high on questionable bases
- Noise levels have increased over the years; enrollment up and delivery of instruction is different; noise crosses over between rooms
- Succeeded with visual barrier for distractions over the years but not sound
- Northwest coat room is insufficient size; kids can't all fit in there
- Coat rooms with additions have the solid dividing wall; traffic flow and supervision are problematic
- Impact of Kindergarten - 2nd room - in main building space; different recess schedule, traffic flow times, music and distractions
- Conference room is not confidential; just ceiling grid
- Teachers lounge insufficient size; electrical limitations; 2 microwaves on trips circuits; outdated
- Teacher work room is small, barely workable, limited table working space and old shelving
- Nurse bathroom very small; furniture and cabinets old
- Entry is small and creates lines and problems during events/visitors
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space
Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X
X
X
X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

very limited and old If exists

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material
Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

corner rooms better

X
X
X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

No place for teacher items
X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

13 Variety

Task-based work, collab. exercises, social interaction

14 Quality

X
X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

very limited

X

Room near boiler room is loud with compressor especially

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

desks and chairs

SPECIFIC NOTES
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Lighting switches/controls are not near classrooms; corridor switches are only at one end
Higher numbers of kids just makes it louder
Middle rooms on outside walls are poor for sound because you have noise on either side of you
Middle rooms on inside sections are the worst because you have noise on either side of you and library and corridor behind you
Insufficient electrical leads to layout problems and cords on floors
Regular Kindergarten room is great; 2nd Kindergarten no bathroom and hard to manage co-mingled with other classes
No hot water for sinks on Intermediate side
Carpet is a must in open areas
Testing is a problem in an open concept building
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

1

1

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

1

2

3

3

3

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

3

3

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

3

3

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

3

3

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

1

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

1

1

1

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

Risers take up extra space

2 sinks in art room

More whiteboard space desired
Chalkboard and chalk allergies

N
o
t

Some storage concerns for library
Ample art storage - good cabinetry, closet there
Closet there

A
p
p
l
i
c
a
b
l
e

fixed and open storage

Some electrical concerns; switches sparking etc.

Noise from classrooms; rooftop unit

Furniture and Equipment

1

1

1

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

14 Quality

Book nook is nice

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Art & Music room 24' x 33'; after school art & music room used a lot; using lunch room style tables
Champions impacts upon buildings; mostly gym
Instrument storage space a concern; really have to project voice in the library especially with older grades
Old computer lab 19'5" x 28'5" - interior room with high gym noise; temperature controls problems; would be only space for additional classroom and would be less than good; no 2nd exit
Art & Music room also for band & orchestra is scheduling permits
IV. Non-Core Learning Space
1/15/2019 8:43 AM
No 2nd
exit in art/music room; window or door
Risers usually stored in art/music room; location can be far from some primary rooms; confusing
Tile floor in art is a most; STEM breakout space sometimes
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE

Art & Music room 24' x 33'; after school art & music room used a lot; using lunch room style tables
Champions impacts upon buildings; mostly gym
Instrument storage space a concern; really have to project voice in the library especially with older grades
Old computer lab 19'5" x 28'5" - interior room with high gym noise; temperature controls problems; would be only space for additional classroom and would be less than good; no 2nd exit
Art & Music room also for band & orchestra is scheduling permits
No 2nd exit in art/music room; window or door
Risers usually stored in art/music room; location can be far from some primary rooms; confusing
Tile floor in art is a most; STEM breakout space sometimes
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

1

can fit snug for assembly

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

1

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Band/Orchestra sometimes on stage; Gym used in 2 shifts for lunches; primary & Int.
Gym storage/Kitchenette/P.E. OK but could be better
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BELLE AIRE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

1

3

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

1

3

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

1

3

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

2

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

ELL & Psych are tight on space and Reading room not big enough for small groups

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Ell & Psych have no cabinetry; limited storage

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

1

1

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

1

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

SPECIFIC NOTES
Resource room has small chalkboards
SW and Speech near main entry workable space and cabinets; noise and confidentiality can be an issue
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Resource room has small chalkboards
SW and Speech near main entry workable space and cabinets; noise and confidentiality can be an issue
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Number of Sections/Grade
12 sections of students (k-6)

Current Enrollment
238

Special Programs Served
No special programs are housed
at this school.

Date of Walkthrough
12/11/2018

Lighting options are very limited in Belle Aire. Natural light is inaccessible
to most students, emergency lighting provides pollution to projection and
projections screens, and lighting controls are not located in classrooms.

Students have the capability of entering and exiting the building through
the front entrances and through the coat room to which they are assigned.
The coat room at door 7 does not have a fob pad for entrance, and that
creates issues during arrival and at recessess, especially when we have
subs in that area.

The lack of hallways between classrooms leads to students transitioning
through various classrooms throughout the day.

Our “PA” system is still lacking in volume, but technology is working to
enhance this. Student/Staff attention can’t be captured during louder
events (i.e.classroom parties, transitions in and out of the school), and
speakers need to be repaired/reconnected in the gym so announcements
can be heard in there. It would be great to have outdoor speakers
connected to the system as well...especially in the case of emergency or
lockdown. Communications could be missed in trying to make building
announcements and providing updates through internal and external
modes of communication.

The entryway gets congested during concerts/assemblies and when
students are transitioning in and out of the classroom in this location.
Many times, parents need to wait outside regardless of weather prior to
the event.

2 - Is there a lack of space that We are very limited on “quiet space” where standardized testing can be
prohibits you from offering
conducted and on small group space where interventions can be
something that is important to
provided.

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Brent Borchelt

School Name
Belle Aire School

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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Overall there is a lack of space to store materials teachers need on a daily
basis. As such, the overall appearance of our classrooms and school is
organized clutter. Furniture is worn, outdated, and mismatched in style,
color, and size. Uniform storage (mixture of open and closed) is highly
needed.

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

Carpeting in the majority of the building is new, and it’s suggested that tile
remain the flooring option for the art room, the staff lounge, and the
kitchen.

Natural light is not abundantly present, and it is limited to classroom
spaces placed near the exterior walls and to the very deep skylights that
were installed above the classroom spaces closer to the center of the
building.

The LRC walls have a new mural that is colorful and creates visual
interest. The main office, the principal’s office, the lounge, and the
conference room have been recently painted with warm colors. The other
walls in the building have an outdated and dirty-looking tan/yellow paint.

No, all spaces in the building have a purpose and are regularly used.

The kitchen in the gym isn’t a heavily used area, but it is heavily accessed
(if that makes any sense). It’s used by PTA for one main event each year
(their pancake breakfast) and for storage of paper products for hot
lunches. The lunchroom staff uses it for general supplies and for milk
storage each day. We’ve tried using it to store musical instruments for
band and orchestra, but that was a fail. The PE teachers need to be able
to easily pass through the area to get to their office and the PE storage
closet.

The stage in the gym also experiences heavy use. It is used to store
materials for our Champions program, to host music lessons, as a quiet
space for testing, and for various assemblies throughout the year.

The staff lounge is a nice space, but cabinets are outdated, and the space
is not large enough to fit teachers and staff for lunch or special occasions.

We do have four coat rooms to store student items (backpacks, coats,
lunches) throughout the day. Each of the coat rooms can comfortably
house two classrooms. Three of the four coat rooms are difficult to
navigate, are difficult to provide supervision, are difficult to provide safety
during severe weather drills, and are dimly lit. Keeping these spaces safe
and organized, especially in the winter (due to extra clothing), is difficult,
and musical instruments need to be stored elsewhere in the building.

We are lacking wall space for displaying curricular materials, for
displaying student work, and for mounting writing spaces for students and
teachers.

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

your school?
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7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacher-

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
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Small group space/collaboration space/breakout space is very limited in
this school. Small groups do their best to spread out in the classrooms or
work in the hallways where other students are transitioning to various
places in the building.

The former computer lab is attached to the library and serves various
purposes-- quiet place for testing, small groups/interventions,
collaboration space, after-school programs. Noise from the gym impacts
this space, there is no natural light, and it does not have an emergency
exit.

The library has no natural light.

The book shelves are in good shape and are adequate to house the
school’s collection.

The library does have two different types of work areas for students to
access--a reading nook and an academic area. Similar to the
classrooms, and due to its central location, noise from numerous
classrooms impact the library in the same way that library noise can
impact surrounding classrooms. This space is also used to provide
academic interventions, and testing has also been conducted in this area.

Due to the open environment, student learning is impacted by various
recess schedules (especially on inclement weather days), and classroom
needs (i.e. kindergarten needs for music and movement) can also be
impactful to surrounding areas.

The lack of electrical outlets detracts from flexibility.

Furniture in the classrooms has been pieced together to increase sound
and visual barriers between one work space and another.

Core classroom spaces are a good size to function with a typical-sized
roster. Outdated furniture, privacy walls for restrooms, and footprints left
by classroom dividers take up varying amounts of floor space. Floor
space within the classroom areasis also reserved as “hallways” for many
students to transition throughout the day (Classrooms near the exterior
walls are most impacted by this.). Streamlined uniformity could create
more flexible work areas and eliminate tripping hazards.

All restrooms are outdated.

Mounted phones would help with a cleaner look, and it may increase the
ability to hear building-wide announcements. It would also reduce the risk
of tripping hazards due to chords.

NA

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

The art room is a shared space (art, music, band, orchestra, choir, testing, after-school programs), is not
proximate to other classrooms in the building, and is considered a less-secure location due to its location in

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

The nurse’s office is adequate in size, but it is missing adequate storage for medical supplies and the
organization of student emergency kits/medication.

The resource teacher’s room and the intervention room are adequate to house the same small groups (3-4
students), but they don’t provide adequate space for flexible teaching. They also do not provide adequate
space for resource storage. Resources to support students who access these spaces are stored in the
library, in hallway cases, and in bookcases near one of the kindergarten classrooms.

Similar to the former computer lab, all specialist offices have drop ceilings that allow sound to travel in and
out of those areas. Those spaces provide adequate space for small groups (3-4) but do not allow for the
space to be flexibly used or to be adjusted for various age groups.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

We did not have an opportunity to discuss this during our walk-through.

-Streamline storage cabinets (with and without doors) to eliminate visual
clutter

-Solid vision and sound barriers between classroom areas

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

student work?
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We honor and love the benefits that an open concept school can provide. We, however, would love to
explore options that allow us to explore options of blending the open concept with today’s best practices of
teaching and learning.

Belle Aire is a solid school with a dedicated staff. We have all worked hard to support the whole child, and
parents have been very supportive over the years. We feel that our students are very well prepared for
middle school and for being life-long learners once they leave our school, and we feel that families stay
connected and loyal to Belle Aire even after they no longer have students in attendance with us. Teaching
expectations have changed over time, however, and the whole-group teaching model is beginning to fade.
With that, small group and guided instruction has become the norm. As such, volume within a given
classroom has increased because there are multiple groups collaboration in one classroom at the same
time. The overall impact is that students are being productive in one classroom, but their productivity may be
impacting a neighboring classroom that is focusing on a summative assessment or other quiet activity at the
same time.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

See above.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

the school’s entryway. It’s difficult to capture wall space in and around the room to display student work.
Because this room has many purposes, there are often many items intruding on space--musical instruments,
art supplies, tables, risers, etc. The custodians set and reset this classroom space several times throughout
the week.
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

33,695
6835 FAIRMOUNT LANE DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

214

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1968
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

157.453271

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

12/17/2018

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

Residential

X
Landscape Is piecemeal; donations/misc projects
X
X
X
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

Appears to be 2 main entrances
Exterior of front; stone appearance

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Better main entrance identification
Playground equipment very old - equipment and sitework needed
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

X

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

Carpet throughout is nice; not bad after recess
Storage of items can lead to "rummage sale" appearance

Security & Circulation Characteristics

Main entry unknown to some

X

Except for Art/Music room
Main office space insufficient and not ADA compliant

X

Some aisles partially maintained

X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Areas near gym are louder but not awful; conference room not private

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

Have building flexibility at this time due to enrollment - low

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Teachers lounge is undersized; currently 18 people max; in some cases nowhere to lock or hide items; restrooms in addition are oversized
Carpet is necessary due to open concept; helps with acoustics; over the years, rooms have been more formalized with file cabinets, rolling bulletin and chalkboards; in some cases these are too tall
Some restrooms need privacy corrections; current adaptation blocks proper hallway egress; the appearance can be viewed as cluttered and messy especially when viewed compared to past operations
Separate coat rooms with some storage is a value add; in 4th grade coat room, the coat room has a wall that creates hiding spots
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

Organization of various features in the room

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space
Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X
X
X
X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

Few chalkboards; need more and whiteboards

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality
Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material
Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

Can somewhat create small modifications since no walls

X

Much of the storage is open shelving and cabinets

X

Open Kndergarten room has all storage matching

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

No wardrobe or cabinet for personal items
X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

Daylight in corners and a few skylights
Switches not near classrooms

X

Addition helps bring light into that side; otherwise minimal

X

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

14 Quality

X
X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Typical measurements: 28 x 24; 20 x 28
SPECIFIC NOTES
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Desks can be flexible; pods, rows, board style; desks have space for student materials
Much shelving and storage has accumulate from donations or small purchases resulting in piecemeal storage
Lighting for projection problematic; many times lamps are taken out to help
Blinds for security that function
In addition area, teachers have to project voice in addition area due to high ceilings but have daylight. The middle area also seems to be a warmer space. There is limited wall space in addition
Fire sprinkler control room in closet in Kindergarten room is not desirable; coat bays are small
Skylight addition to daylight concerns barely helps
General lack of storage or enclosed storage for teachers & student supplies
Flex space outside of classroom is a concern; OK at moment due to enrollment; same for intervention
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS: DG58 doesn't have dedicated STEM space

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

3

3

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

1

1

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

1

2

3

3

3

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

3

3

3

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

3

3

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

3

3

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

Some concerns over enough space for collection
Library has a reading nook with nice mural

Library tables sized for older students

Chalkboards present; upgrade to whiteboards; chalk allergies
Little room to display art

N
o
t

A
p
p
l
i
c
a
b
l
e

Great storage, students put items away; great cabinets for art
Open, low shelving in library
Limited space for library collection

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

Band noise does project to hallway and less to main office

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

2

Sized for older students; large tables

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

1

1

1

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

1

1

1

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Some divider walls for library would be nice for separating groups; old computer room near gym is large but loud ELL room
Safety/security issues with art & music room; lunch tables actually work pretty well for art class; not as ideal for music
Library is center of school which restricts types of activities
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
Some divider walls for library would be nice for separating groups; old computer room near gym is large but loud ELL room
Safety/security issues with art & music room; lunch tables actually work pretty well for art class; not as ideal for music
Library is center of school which restricts types of activities
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

1

Used by Champions and many classroom activities when available

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

1

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

P.E. storage is inadequate; lunch room tables fit but more space desired

a general lack of appropriate sized storage areas

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Heating; AHU's are loud

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Use from Champions creates additional storage demands
Stage is fairly empty of storage, but still requires much effort to move things depending on event or need
Gym has separate rear entrance for events; gym kitchen could use a refresh and needs storage
Stage used for storage, but not awful; stage also used for science and other activities outside of core classroom
Stage movable wall not very soundproof
Paper, PTA, and custodial storage combined and limited
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EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

3

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

3

3

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

2

2

2

2

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

Reading room too small for reading groups

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Some storage available but not enough for new materials

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

1

1

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

1

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Conversations can be heard; SW, Speech, Psych

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
ELL room is old computer lab - large room used part-time
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ELL room is old computer lab - large room used part-time

EL SIERRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
1 or 2 per grade

Current Enrollment
214

Special Programs Served
None

Date of Walkthrough
12/4/18

Lack of natural light in classrooms
Locations for instruction can be based on sound constraints
Light switch locations are not ideal
Light dimming options are limited
More whiteboards would be desirable
Lack of space to mount whiteboards

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

With our overall current lower enrollment, the actual room sizes are

Newer carpet helps block sound and does not look dirty after recess
Addition from 1993 looks more modern with windows

No

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
Lack of storage for teachers and student supplies
Lack of storage for PTA supplies
something that is important to
Lack of storage space for furniture
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Jason Lynde

School Name
El Sierra

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

196

XXXXXXX

Having a dedicated space for science activities would be an option.

More storage for teacher materials
All learning spaces in the secure part of the building

Not having dedicated spaces for small groups out of the classroom would
be a concern with a larger enrollment.

With a lower enrollment, spaces are being used to house intervention
groups throughout the building and not in true designated areas.

Flexible learning spaces are limited due to the size and location.

Book collections have to be sorted through on a regular basis due to
limited shelf space.

The library is in the center of the school this limits the type of activities
that can take place due to noise constraints.

The furniture in the library is sized for older students with larger chairs and
tables.

There is a nook area to lead activities like read alouds and watch video
clips. This area is filled with brightly colored murals.

Many of the classrooms have little or no natural light.

Our furniture has been pieced together over the years and often has a mix
of tables and chairs depending on the preference of the teacher.

flexible since there are open classrooms adjacent to most classes. Most
classes are larger in size of square footage compared to if we were at a
larger enrollment. This means that some creative spaces currently being
used with extra tables or areas with carpet groups could be taken up with
desks with a larger enrollment.

Our Gym is not air conditioned and the rest of the building is air conditioned. There is limited storage space
for all of the tables, chairs, and PE equipment. There is not a dedicated office for the PE teachers to use in
the gym. This means that they share a closet with lots of PE equipment.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

This room is shared with the art room so the same concerns are there for this room. Due to the noise of a
music room, we are limited to alternate locations in an open concept building. Noise currently travels out of
the music room into the office.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

There is sufficient space to display work. The biggest concern is that this classroom is located off the main
hallway before the locked double doors. This means that every half hour our locked doors open and that this
classroom may not be as safe as the other classrooms based on intruder concerns.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Many of these specialists work with all grade levels so this causes students to walk throughout the building
and through the library to receive these extra supports.

Our resource teachers, EL teacher, reading specialist, and interventionist all have their own spaces now, but
with a larger enrollment, could be moved to alternate locations.

We have a dedicated space for our social worker. Our psychologist, OT, and speech pathologist share two
rooms.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

197

Our staff lounge does not allow for everyone to eat in it at the same time. The water faucet in the lounge
cannot be used to drink due to lead so it is for handwashing only.

If a student is in crisis or crying, we really do not have a good location to support this student that does not
interfere with the rest of the school.

The walls that separate our gym to our current ELL classroom do not stop the sound from the gym. The
walls between the conference room and the social worker, reading specialist, psychologist, and speech
pathologist also do not block sound.

Our stage area has a lot of extra items being stored on it. This limits the functionality of the stage for other
uses. The stage wall from the gym does not block sound so sharing that space during gym classes is not
ideal.
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

34,265
6036 BLODGETT AVE, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

341

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1959
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

100.483871

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

X
X
X

Parking; pickup/dropoff blocks views

X
X
X
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

Drop off & pickup block building; parking worn and tired

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls
Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Far south end

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

X

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

Exceptional Qualities

Hallways mostly
X

X
X
X

Space to do so

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Only 1 large bathroom; outdated and need another; Downers Grove Community Choir file cabinets in art and music room
Tech carts stored in hallways; girls bathroom not enough stalls;
Teachers lounge and workroom function pretty well
Conference room has Tech MDF - used for band, orchestra, hot interior room
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X
X
X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Old built in cabinets

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Lots of exposed, fixed shelving

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X

No A/C, an issue like other schools

X
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

14 Quality

X
X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Technology

Typical core 25' x 29'

Great K: 23' x 33'

SPECIFIC NOTES
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Exposed VGA wiring in several rooms
Room 107 K - quote "This is what a K room should look like"; in room cubbies block sightlines
toilets face each other; SW room is hot

202
III. Core Learning Space
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration

2

2

3

5 Aesthetics

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

2

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

Folding table for art teacher

N
O
T
A
P
P
L
I
C
A
B
L
E

Library storage pretty good

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Furniture OK for art not music

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Conference room used for meetings, ban orchestra, MDF cabinet present
Art/music room is a mess; Downers Grove Community Choir has many file cabinets
CMU wall in library divides up space in an odd fashion
Tall bookshelves are bad for sightlines
IV. Non-Core Learning Space
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Conference room used for meetings, ban orchestra, MDF cabinet present
Art/music room is a mess; Downers Grove Community Choir has many file cabinets
CMU wall in library divides up space in an odd fashion
Tall bookshelves are bad for sightlines

FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

Can't find entire school for assembly

Old windows with metal cage guards

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

PE storage in minimal

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Stage mostly used for storage but trying to clear off
Old kitchen is small, outdated, and underused
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FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

2

3

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

1

3

2

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

1

2

2

3

1

3

2

3

3

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

3

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Lots of flexible rolling shelving

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

1

3

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

3

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

1

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Weird carpeted closet - in resource room
Speech has master clock/bell system on wall
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Weird carpeted closet - in resource room
Speech has master clock/bell system on wall

FAIRMOUNT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
2 sections of each grade (K-6)

Current Enrollment
341

Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough
December 5, 2018

●
●
●

●

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?
3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

●
●

●

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they

●

●

●
●
●
●

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

There is not consistency with flexible seating (teacher
choice/classroom funds)

Lighting is balanced with screen covers
Does not have a modern feel, the updated furniture that teachers
provide do not match with the existing theme of the classrooms
(beams, lighting, title on the wall, blinds, bathrooms, ceiling are not
modern)

Sensory room (Cindy’s classroom)- Needs to be turned into a
closet
Double sink in the reading room (one isn’t working and is not
needed for that space)
Stage- having other options so it’s utilized for more than one event
during the school year

Multipurpose area/ flex spacing
Learning spaces for small group instruction
Storage (class materials/building materials)

Small group place locations (speech, ELL, Special ED)
Accessible storage (learning materials)
Opportunities for flexible seating
Multipurpose space

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Lisa Niforatos

School Name
Fairmount School

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
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Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

●
●

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

N/A

●
●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
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STEM-based learning space
True reading (and math) “lab” for delivering intervention, skill
specific support and needed materials easily accessible to anyone
who needs them
Multi-Purpose Room (currently not available)

Current small groups spaces have a purpose and have limited (if
any) additional availability
Small spaces connected to classroom or nearby would be ideal

Need for learning spaces that allow for line sight (glass) but still
have defined space with privacy to work
Shelves (height) line of sight
Moveable whiteboards and projectors (for classroom space)
A makerspace to allow for creativity with STEM/STEAM building

Room space allows for flexible seating, however teachers need
new organizational tools to help free up space. Options for tables
vs. desks
Natural light is possible- Outdated blinds make it challenging to
adjust the light during the day

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

A bit overcrowded with music and art sharing a space and neither are truly defined because of the class
alternating between the two. File cabinets (that store past show/choir music) take up a large portion of the
room to one side.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

See below regarding shared music and art space. Does not look like a true art classroom because the
space is shared. Moveable tables would be a large bonus to this room to be able to easily adjust the seating
needed for the different projects, lessons, etc.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Three of these spaces are near the main entrance to the building and where many “active” transitions take
place. This poses both noise and visual disturbances at various times throughout the day. The Resource
rooms are a good size (and not shared), but could use materials that offer an easy way to separate and
define different learning spaces (and groups). Reading room is a full classroom and allows for 4 different
groups to occur at a time. Moveable dividers and/or a unit that served as both storage and a divider would
make these groups more private and defined.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

54,934
2220 HADDOW AVE., DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

408

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

196
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

134.6421569

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

X

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

X

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

X

Belmont is a busy road
Crossing Belmont not ideal
Asphalt failing at various locations

X
X

Some think Belmount side is the entry
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X
X
Narrow corridors; <9'; 6' loker to locker
Main entry space is small
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Nurse not adgacent; limited entry space

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Library at one end; gym on the other

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Playground sometimes distracting - 3rd

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X
X
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
In bathrooms in primary, sinks are in back of restrooms - creating supervision difficulties; and bottle fillers
3rd grade room separated from other grades; shares partition with teachers lounge; hallways are only breakout space
Like IT, PreK occupies big space and additional logistics; eat lunch in rooms
Teachers lounge is undersized; old Home Eco room is district science storage; any available space becomes storage rather than remain flexible space
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X

Strong corridor presence
X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station

X

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

X

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Bit small - see other side notes

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Old outdated cabinetry

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X

Some area in middle have A/C

X
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

X

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

X

Furniture and Equipment

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

14 Quality

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Technology

SE wing - typical 21' x 28; 3rd 22' x 32'; 5th 23' x 28'6"
SPECIFIC NOTES
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
K cubbies block views/supervision; carpet in majority of building
Many areas - egress is only by main corridor; no escape windows/doors
In primary wing - limited availability of electric; int areas - electrical position problems also
Lots of nuances in rooms with partitions, wardrobe only 1 side, more cabinets other side
Like several schools - 1 room of K is larger and different experience than other
Rooms with asphalt outside are hot
Like many schools - filter/diffusers/covers have been purchased for the fluorescent lighting
PreK - being in separate buildings and spaces is not ideal
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

3

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

3

3

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

3

3

Art in basement - tough transport for K & 1st

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

3

3

Art is old industrial arts shop room

2

3

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

2

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

1

1

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

1

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

3

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

1

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

Library good size; awkward door structure - 3

N
O
T
A
P
P
L
I
C
A
B
L
E

Have A/C

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Champions in basement in music room
Band/choir/orchestra could use larger space
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Champions in basement in music room
Band/choir/orchestra could use larger space

HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

3

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

Crowded for assembly; dining in 2 shifts

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Dining held in 2 lunch periods; lots of after school events
Gym HVAC unit is loud
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HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

2

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

2

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

2

2

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Mixed storage room by gym - fairly large with lots of reading and math materials
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Mixed storage room by gym - fairly large with lots of reading and math materials

HENRY PUFFER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
2 per grade (K - 6)

Current Enrollment
406 (107 PreK / 299 K-6)

12/10/18
Special Programs Served
Preschool

Date of Walkthrough

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture

●

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

No - classrooms undersized for today’s (21st Cent.) teaching &
learning needs
Furniture dated (most furniture = 20 - 35 years old), limited

●

Modern? No - antiquated industrial design… original section of
bldg. 1937, multiple additions 1950s - early 1970s that
“lengthened” the building
Good natural light in upper level classrooms

Old Home Economics classroom
Champions Room (Old middle school science classroom)
**Both rooms do offer flexible usage space (Old Home Ec. Room
unavailable due to room being used for district storage

Current student collaboration at times takes place in the hallways
(due to size of classrooms)
Flexible / small group areas

Small classrooms (Sq. footage 600-800 Sq. ft.) limits flexibility
conducive to 21st Cent. Tchng. & Lrng.
Student collaboration areas - limited due to 1930s - 1960s
industrial design of bldg.
Circulation - hallways (6-8 ft. - width) heavily congested during
passing / transition times

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Todd McDaniel

School Name
Henry Puffer School

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
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●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

Spread grade levels out
Centralize Library

Fire/Escape windows in all classrooms (that do not have escape
doors, directly to the outside) - Given the nature of active shooter
response drills - this is a high need
Create opportunities for greater student collaboration - remove
district storage / remove additional walls between classrooms and
replace with folding walls

Weakness in our school
- Current student collaboration often times takes place in hall
outside of classrooms
Conversion of old home economics classroom, from district
storage to available learning space, would provide large flex area
for classrooms / grade levels to use for space more conducive to
student collaboration

Good size - space available for redesign options
Adequate amount of natural light
Library itself is not centrally located within school (located in the
west wing) - impacts transition times for younger students

flexibility (no stacking / folding / rolling capabilities)

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

Good location (lower level) in terms of being non-disruptive to other learning spaces. Room itself is small in
size.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

Our art room is the old Industrial arts room (from days when school held 7th & 8th grade students. It is an
excellent space for art instruction - wash tubs available, ample in size, concrete floor. Only limitation is
location - being downstairs, display of student work in and around art room not in an area that receives high
amounts of foot traffic, limiting viewability.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Some student support personnel have individual “office” space while some currently share space. Those
sharing space, at times need to look for available space - conference room / empty classroom / empty office
- if they need to work with students, and are at certain times “on the move.”

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

34,148
3935 HIGHLAND AVE. DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

387

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1952
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

88.2377261

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

12/4/2018

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

X

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

10 Exterior building image

X

Stormwater an issue near playground

X
X
X
X

Significant playground space blocked by building and south house
Staff parking lot an issue

X

There is just a lot going on in a small space
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Highland Ave itself a problem; drop-off space is small
Bus distance helps with congestion but is a good walk from building
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

Some areas just worn and tired

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

Everything just feels cramped

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

X

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

X
X
Corridors are too narrow; previous Life Safety note
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access
Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X
X

Gym is undersized for enrollment

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X
X

No nooks or other space available

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Narrow corridors are very problematic; many rooms with fire exit doors; Main office tight - Non ADA
Only 1 main student bathroom; teachers lounge housing IEP files and cabinets
Conference room used for everything: IEP meetings, Band, Orchestra, AP Office, PT
Classrooms that are south facing with asphalt next to building are unbearable
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X
X
X
X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X
X
X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Built in on hallway side

X

Very old cabinetry on non projection side of room

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction
Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X
X
X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)
14 Quality

Minimal standing furniture
X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

Some flex spaces

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X
X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Typical measurements: 25 x 30
SPECIFIC NOTES
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Interesting discovery; the south wing has opposite classroom door entries; the east wing has an alternting set of classroom entry doors and that wing is much better at noise not traveling
Because music class sometimes held in classrooms; lots of noise can travel through walls
- I.A.'s are in classrooms with large enrollment but are cramped; regular classroom becomes tighter and then adults are added
- Kindergarten room 109 is fantastic
- Vaulted/slanted ceilings in east wing make rooms "feel" larger
- Lighting is wired for left/right rather than front/back to aid with projectors
- 6th grade rooms on south wing - movable walls are nice; chromebooks stored in rooms rather thank halls
- Breakout space is limited; students use the "ddungeon" or vestibule on the southwest entry of building as breakout space
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

1

1

1

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

1

1

2

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

1

1

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

1

1

2

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

1

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

1

1

1

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

1

1

1

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

2

2

2

Art and music do not have a home and use part of library

Library has some "potential" but is small and highly used

N
o
t

A
p
p
l
i
c
a
b
l
e

Lighting wired incorrectly for projection

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Standard furniture setups

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Choir also held in Library
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

1

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

1

1

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

1

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

Gym and dining undersized

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Stage I sused as storage; PE teacher office

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

No daylight at all

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Gym is highly used; Champions/clubs/lunchroom/PE; 2 lunch periods
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HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

2

1

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

1

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

2

OT/SW are by the main entry

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

1

2

Resource rooms are nice

3

2

1

2

3

2

1

2

3

2

1

2

3

3

1

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

2

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

Speech is tiny; closet in library

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

2

1

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

3

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

1

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

1

1

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

1

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

1

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

1

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

Resource has a window A/C unit

Furniture and Equipment

2

2

1

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

1

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

14 Quality

Resource rooms have good options

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Most student support spaces are poor or marginally workable
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Most student support spaces are poor or marginally workable

HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
16

Current Enrollment
387

Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough
December 6, 2018

No. Maybe the stage? We need to use the stage to store items,so it’s not
used ever as a stage. Perhaps that could be repurposed.

No- the cabinets, counters, and bathrooms are dated and original to the
school in most classrooms.

The classroom spaces are appropriate and have great natural light from a
wall of windows. There is no flexible furniture allowing for variety or
collaboration spaces. Upper grades use space in the end hallway to have
students work as groups.

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?
5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture

Space for specialists who aren’t in the building every day (orchestra,
band, OT, PT, Assistant Principal, Psych, Art, Music)
All of these people are without a regular space and we displace someone
else in order to fit them when they come.

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Bridget Moore

School Name
HIGHLAND

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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An additional space for art/music/orchestra/band to meet. The space
could also be used for small groups when specialists aren’t there.

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

We would be able to house all of our neighborhood families, have smaller
class sizes, or potentially have an art/music room.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

No. When available, teachers will send a group to the library or a
resource classroom with an aide to have small group space. The 6th
grade teachers use the hallway and the “dungeon” (space between the
exterior doors) to have groups work collaboratively.

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

Updated furniture and collaboration spaces reflecting 21st century
learning.

The Library has sufficient space. It could be better arranged with more
flexible furniture to create more collaborative spaces.

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
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Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

There currently is no space for a music room. The teacher has a cart which we store in the library. 5th
grade and 6th grade choir meet in the library and we scheduled Library times around the choir times.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

There is no space currently for an ART room. The teacher prepares supplies in the library and preps and
cleans up while there.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

OT (shares the space with SW and rotate student groups in and out of space, sometimes meeting in lounge)
PT (shares conference room with AP or works in Library with students)
ART (pushes into classroom, has a closet for art supplies in the library, stores other supplies in library, has a
desk on the stage in the gym)
MUSIC (pushes into classroom, stores instruments in the library, has a desk on the stage in the gym shared
with Art teacher)
Asst. Principal (has a desk in the conference room. Has 1.5 days where has access to the conference room.
On the other days, he works in the library or lounge)
BAND (takes over the conference room- displacing AP)
ORCHESTRA (takes over the conference room- displacing AP)

The following specialists are without a space at our building:

Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

45,580
1435 JEFFERSON AVE., DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

384

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1952
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

118.6979167

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

X

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

X
X

Jefferson is a mess during pickup/drop-off
X
X
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

New playground; some items still need upgrade

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
New playground has increased traffic flow and pavement demands on parking area
Much drop-off occurs near north door #2 and students walk through building to door #4 and lineup outside
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

X
X
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Not centrally located - by main entry

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

X

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

OT in hallway and near gym

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X

X
X
Native area and garden beds

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Built in cubbies for K can create supervision concerns; K has extra rooms
Since phones are no longer wall mount; finding one can be difficult in a room sometimes
Main office entry door style is cumbersome
Old computer lab needs better utilization; has A/C but is a freezer; large fixed counters
South rooms next to asphalt are very hot; no breakout space outside of classrooms
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X
X
X
X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

X

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

X

Use of wall space

X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quantity /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

X

14 Quality

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

SPECIFIC NOTES
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS: DG58 doesn't have dedicated STEM space

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

1

1

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

1

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

3

1

1

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quantity /type / accessibility

1

1

2

2

2

3

1

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

1

1

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

1

1

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

N
O
T
A
P
P
I
C
A
B
L
E
Band is held in main conference room; Library near entry

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Dist wide - risers are old, heavy, and reduce flexibility and increase storage demands

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Band & Orchestra being held in conference room; furniture demands
Location of Music room is centralized and can be heard everywhere
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

1

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

PE teacher office and supplies on stage

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
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HILLCREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

1

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

3

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Plenty of Special Ed - DLP space

2

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Window A/C

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

1

3

Mostly interior rooms

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

1

1

3

Loud Atrium

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

3

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Speech and Social work near loud main entrance and main office; weird second door to main office
OT occupies desk next to milk cooler; shared custodial office and storage; uses hallway for student time
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Number of Sections/Grade
19

Current Enrollment
384

DLP- 3 classrooms

Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough
12/4/18

Computer lab
Front office doors don’t open/close efficiently

Art, music, band, orchestra all have a shared space that overflows into the
conference room
Gym is small
Space for OT is lacking
Computer Lab

No
Interior is bright/vibrant with decor & paint etc. But building still feels very
compartmentalized and old fashioned in terms of hallways, etc.

Insufficient cubby size
No storage in primary
Hot Rooms on Blacktop
Storage for kids backpacks/coats etc. is very lacking

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?
2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?
3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?
4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?
5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Michelle Rzepka

School Name
Hillcrest

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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Didn’t really see many spaces outside classrooms for student
collaboration or work. Students currently work on floor in hallways.

Revamp computer lab into makerspace/STEAM space with flexibility to
accommodate small and large group instruction.

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?
8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

Separated for whole group, small group, whole group
Lab space inconsistent
Several spaces for larger group collaborations
“Computer Lab” room has built in desks that prohibit it from being used as
a flexible instructional space
Different sections for quiet and discussion
Section with screen and projector with table and chairs- for “classroom”
use
Closed storage rooms
Lots of windows to bring in light
Computer lab acts as “cooling spot” in extreme heat

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

We would also utilize the open spaces for related services
therapy/workspaces (OT, speech/cooking)

Using the classroom spaces for breakout rooms for intervention and
enhancement instruction, as well as project based learning.

Create a defined (sound proof) space for all music related classes.

Outlets/hookups for phones/internet are limited so it affects classroom
set-ups
Not all rooms have exit doors but do have exit windows
Some have tables, some have desks
Moveable storage for teachers
Every class has a sink
Primary hallway has cubbies
Primary classrooms have less teacher storage & bathrooms

flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

249

DLP Cubbies
DLP room has adjoining closet that holds sensory equipment etc but it is also used by Kindergarten cubbies blocked off and creates space where kids wouldn’t be seen if behind
Hallway storage for Champions, science, etc but only in one hallway
Gym is small, also used as cafeteria. Has stage but is used mostly for storage so a challenge when you
need stage
2 Resource Rooms - decent space for the number of kids
Phones are different areas
DLP and Kindergarten have extra room inside it
Drop off is a problem
Driveway used for Buses
Thru-way to get to playground
1 water bottle fountain

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

Lack of storage in shared space
Limited wall space for display
Conference Room in main office being used as a band room
Risers are stored on stage in gym
Located in middle of building so can be heard everywhere
No good acoustics
Room is in middle of building - hear everything

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

General clutter of shared space
Shared room for art and music
Not enough storage or space for display of student work
Having to “flip” the room between music and art

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Psychologist/ELL/Testing room etc all in a shared room/office. Small and no windows.
OT office is in maintenance closet. Does work with students in hallway with barriers.
Social Work/Speech close to main office, very small spaces that only accommodate approx. 3-4 students at
a time.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

50,105
6235 STONEWALL, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

387

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1967
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

129.4702842

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

63rd Street major, busy road

X

Landscape is minimal
X
X
X

Cars line up on Sherman for Pre-K
Area to north are unincorporated with no sidewalks

X

Somewhat identifiable; 2nd entry to SE corner
X

Lots of space
X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Traffic flow/staging through ASC parking lot is busy; Pre-K pickup at north door flows into stoppages on Sherman
Main entry is subpar; flagpole on west side between trees and not part of entry
Way too much asphalt at main entry that serves little purpose
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

Accordion wall between SW rooms
X

X

Minimal color; throwback décor

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X
X

Doors open on hot days
Confusing layout with all the additions
Only 1 pull then wide open

X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

Many separate additions and layouts
X

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X
X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X
X

None exist

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
The different items of the building are very specific to era and type of design and construction
Champions demands on buildings always a concern; easier here with MPR
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room
Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X

X

Few areas have been created

X

Bland décor

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Some combined space from additions
X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration
5 Aesthetics

Accordion wall between SW rooms

Ample wall space

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

X

Some fixed; some rolling
outdated
5th & 6th with wardrobes & shelving

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X

One of the hottest building

X
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Few windows

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

Most teachers using diffuser covers

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

Mostly desks and chairs

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

X

Some transition to tables & chairs

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Typical open concept south wings are 34' x 25

K - east side - 30' x 34' - great room

SPECIFIC NOTES
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Most classrooms have limited windows, daylight, and circulation; original portion of building is best for that with windows & fire doors
Windows only open 12" max, tilt
Most shelving is fixed and outdated even in '89 addition; rooms to east have more rolling options
East side - 5th & 6th grades; ft to coat room insufficient; try fitting 100 people (6th grade) in these areas at a time; it's chaos/impossible
NE corner - reading specialist - nice space with options
Most areas have older fixed cabinets and old sinks/cabinets
Preschool rooms are nice
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

3

Good space at all locations

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

Accordion wall between SW rooms

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4

Great library visibility

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

1

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

1

1

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

N
O
T
A
P
P
L
I
C
A
B
L
E

More storage needed for music
Additional, lockable storage for art
Helps with student responsibility
Hot building
Art & Music on NW corner

Hallway runs through Library; air handler noise

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Art table are awful; light and textured

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Library pit gives a nice presentation space; open/welcoming feel
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Library pit gives a nice presentation space; open/welcoming feel

INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

1

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

1

2

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

*

2

2

1

1

1

1

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Good custodial storage in dining area

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

No window in MPR

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Tables set into walls

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Can fit in gym for assemble but tight and close to capacity, especially with preschool attendance
Good storage with dining elsewhere in MPR
Gym kitchen is not used; needs updated; underused space because of MPR kitchen
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT

STUDENT SUPPORT

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

RESOURCE
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH &
SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

3

3

3

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

2

2

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

Accordion wall between SW rooms

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

Interior rooms; specials have window A/C units

1

1

1

1

Air movement/ventilation everywhere is poor

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

2

Interior rooms with daylight

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

3

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

3

3

3

3

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

3

3

3

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Interior rooms with daylight

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Special rooms have A/C window units; old cabinets
Old computer lab is Math & Reading intervention - 3 offices/spaces at counters
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INDIAN TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT

Special rooms have A/C window units; old cabinets
Old computer lab is Math & Reading intervention - 3 offices/spaces at counters
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Number of Sections/Grade
2 K-6
2 PK
3 RISE (PK, K, 1-3)

Current Enrollment
Preschool and RISE
SASED PK

Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough
12/6/18

Open walls in the 3rd and 4th grade hallway.

Redesigning the old computer lab would be helpful -minor issues
Kitchen near gym need to be redesigned. The stove only gets used 3-4
times per year.
The kitchen in the MPR is used for storage only. A redesign would be
great.

We need additional windows for light and ventilation (heating, cooling and
exhaust fans).
Walls, baseboards and some cabinets are worn and look old.

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern

2 - Is there a lack of space that Preschool gross motor will be an issue when we increase PE.
prohibits you from offering
Art and Music may need additional space.
something that is important to
Additional space for machinery (eg ICE/minimag, wet vacs)
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

K-6 316
PK
71

Principal Name
Robin Bruebach

School Name
Indian Trail

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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We need additional windows for light and ventilation.
New cabinets would help support increase in materials needed to be
stored in classroom.

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

Better ventilation/cooling system
Additional storage for curriculum materials

Stem
Separate music and art
Additional classrooms if redistricting occurs

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?
9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?
10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become

This is tricky as we do not send students to work in spaces without
teacher supervision. Changing Indian Trail would mean reconfiguring the
entire building which does not seem practical.

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

Sinks in classrooms need to be replaced.

learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

262

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

More storage needed

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

Sarah David sent an email.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Preschool presents many issues within the building. There are not enough classrooms that can support
preschool learning and the space needed for gross motor.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

59,685
6509 POWELL, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

425

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1963
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
Poor

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Workable

Good

140.4352941

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

10 Exterior building image

X
X
X
X

Both Powell and Norfolk a mess
X

X

No sidewalk along parking lot
Some people think Norfolk side not Powell is the main entry

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Downers South nearby
Old Norfolk parking lot is an island
Lots of small bus rides; only 3 full size but up to 13 others

3
5
2
3

Special Ed
Biliteracy
Homeless
SASED
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

X

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X
X
X
X
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Staff would like more fabric panels on other doors; work room is sufficient size
Teachers lounge ceiling tile is outdated; size is fair; principal office needs backdoor to new wing
Having an island in teachers lounge is nice
Main office plenty of room but maybe not the best configuration
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

Organization of various features in the room

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

X
X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X
X
X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Outside wall storage around radiators; open shelves
Some storage personally provided

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

X

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Typical N wing: 25' x 35'; 6th grade - SE 25' x 33'
SPECIFIC NOTES
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Cubbies setup within room in K creates hiding spaces; Southwest corner on N wing is a hot spot
Blinds and cords that don't become safety hazards
Tile design is weird; no breakout space except hallways
North wing - 11" cubbies are breaking & splintering; limited storage; some newer rolling carts
Toilets are insufficient on north side; staff bathrooms adequate
Rooms with asphalt against building are very hot
In-room bathrooms for K and younger grade is a plus
Fire doors welcomed by staff
6th grade uses partition wall leaving 1 door opened
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

4

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

1

1

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

1

1

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration

2

2

3

5 Aesthetics

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

1

1

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

3

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

3

2

2

3

1

1

3

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

3

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

2

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

3

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

2

2

3

Art/Music room is stage of MPR

Library desk oversized

N
o
t

Art & Mucis have very limited storage

A
p
p
l
i
c
a
b
l
e

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

COMMENTS: MPR size 38' x 58"

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

3

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

1

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Lunch tables fit but not much else
Only storeroom used by Champions in MPR

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

Small windows in both areas

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

1

1

Sound baffles in MPR don't work

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

MPR has built in lunch tables

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Poor lighting in gym and MPR

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

Currently, both gym and MPR are used for dining

SPECIFIC NOTES
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EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Impact of Champions on space usage & storage
Stage used for storage
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KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

2

2

3

Resource is regular classroom

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

3

SW is small and shared by two occupents

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

2

3

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

2

2

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

Speech is adequate and close to front door

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

1

1

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

1

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

2

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

3

2

2

3

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

3

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

2

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

2

2

Special has window A/C

SW is outside wall; Psych& Speech have interior rooms

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
OT/PT and Band/Orch share an accordian wall
Old computer lab is reading room - ample storage, breakout, A/C and windows
ELL has accordian wall
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Old computer lab is reading room - ample storage, breakout, A/C and windows
ELL has accordian wall

KINGSLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
3 - Kindergarten
2 - 1st grade
2 - 2nd grade
3 - 3rd grade
2 - 4th grade
2 - 5th grade
2 - 6th grade

Current Enrollment

Special Programs Served
Bi-Literacy and B.E.S.T.
(3 sections of SASED)

Date of Walkthrough
December 12, 2018

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

423 students

Principal Name
Melissa Sawisch

School Name
Kingsley School

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY

274

101 Kindergarten
● Big room
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Great storage
● Large ceiling fan not good
● In room bathroom
● In room cubbies take up too much space
● Hiding space

NOTES:

275

100 Kindergarten
● Big room
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Great storage
● Large ceiling fan not good
● In room bathroom
● In room cubbies
● Back art room for storage
102 - 107 Same size and configuration
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Poor storage
● Large ceiling fan not good
● Whiteboard and projector
● In room bathroom
Hallway west
● Cubbies too small
116-120 Same size and configuration
● SASED rooms
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Poor storage
● Old cabinets
● No break out space
● 117 resource room good size
110-113 Same size and configuration
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Poor storage
● Poor floor tile design
● No break out space
● Good display space
Hallway north
● Yellow tile is bad
● Small cubbies
● Tight space
Bathrooms
276

● not enough old and out dater
● Plenty of staff bathroom
115 psych
● Adequate size
Hallway east
● Lack of display space
122 reading room
● Low ceiling
● Big space
● Break out areas
● No private storage
● Shared door to library
● Ac unit
● Fixed cabinets open shelving
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Poor storage
● Can be loud in space
● TV and projector
123 ELL
● TV
● Good closet
● Hallway windows
● Internal room
● Tunnel hatch in floor
● Movable wall not soundproof
● Ok size
124 intervention
● Movable wall not soundproof
● Ok size
● TV
● Hallway windows
● Internal room
Library
● Big space
● Risers are not needed
● Castle mural old
● Good storage
● Teaching and break out space
● Desk too big
● Fire doors
● windows with blinds inside
● Whiteboard
● Projector
● No AC
● Good lighting control
Hallway
● Ramp has bad tile
277

126
● Extra open room
127-128 OT/PT/Band
● Folding wall not soundproof
● Used for conferences room for SASED
130 SW
● Small space
● 2 teachers
● Outside windows with blinds
● No emergency exit
132 art music
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Poor storage
● Flexible wall for stage, not soundproof
Hallway 6th grade
● Small cubbies
● Tight space
133/135/134 best
● Good storage
● Movable wall good and used
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Window ac
● Windows with blinds in them
● 134 calming
● 134 lighting covers
● 134 good tables
136
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Windows with blinds in them
● Ok size
137-140
● Fire door
● Fixed cabinets and sink
● Whiteboard and projector
● Some natural light
● Poor artificial light
● Windows with blinds in them
278

Storage, classroom space (limited breakout rooms) music/art rooms share
spaces, stage used as storage area, gym used as lunchroom, entryway

3 - Are there any spaces that

No

2 - Is there a lack of space that Storage in many classrooms is limited. Many staff members make their
prohibits you from offering
own furniture to store district materials. Some cubbies where students
something that is important to
keep coats is too small.
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

● Ok size
● Movable wall not sturdy
● Some rooms use movable wall
● Movable wall not soundproof
● Some flexible furniture
MPR
● Used for dining champions gym and assembly
● Not enough storage
● Stage
● Sound baffles dont work
● Poor lighting
● Fire exit door
● Windows with blinds
Gym
● Used for dining gym and assembly
● Not enough storage
● Table storage room
● Stage full of furniture
● Poor windows
Speech
● Adequate size
● Close to front door
Office
● Not the best configuration
Lounge
● Good size
● AC rooftop
● 3 bathrooms
● big ceiling fan
● Old cabinetes
● Center island is good
● windows
workroom/lions den
● functional

279

No

See notes above. Lighting is not adequate. Large ceiling fans do not
produce air. Furniture is restrictive.

There is enough space. Ideally, there would be walls to create breakout
rooms so learning is not disrupted.

Students go in hallways or on the floor. If in hallways, monitoring is always
a challenge.

Entryway (layout and and safety)

Additional sensory rooms, breakout space for small groups.

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?
5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?
7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?
8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?
9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few

have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?
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Would also like to consider flow of parking lot. Bus drop off zones. Would like to consider creating a bus
drop-off in the land behind Kingsley or re-configure parking lot in front.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

Music and art have to share.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

Art and music have to share.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

42,463
236 INDIANAPOLIS AVE., DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

522

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1956
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

81.3467433

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

4
Great

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

X

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

X

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

10 Exterior building image

X
X

East playground/parking area has safety concerns
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Drop off for champions space insufficient; building staff would prefer more key fob doors; parking lot in inadequate
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

X

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

Windows help visibility

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

Main office cramped and not near ADA code

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

X

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X

Exceptional Qualities

X
X
AV carts stored in hallways

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Lack of Ada bathrooms has been an issue in the past; K rooms hot but different reasons = 1 interior room and 1 west/southwest facing
Teachers lounge sufficient but undersized for the large staff; cubby space creative due to large class size
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

X
X
X

Organization of various features in the room

X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics
6 Surfaces

X

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

X

Use of wall space

X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display quantity /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

See note below - breakout/test space

Some rooms use windows to corridor as display space

X
X

Mix/match of a lot of different items and colors

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Many IKEA items from building, personal, or PTA funds

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Many open shelving areas

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

X

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Technology

Typical size: 28' x 32'
SPECIFIC NOTES
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
New addition
- No individual breakout space for students who need to go take test or other task; small desk now in hallway
- No bottle filler/drinking fountain on east end of building
- Fixed storage good; upper cabinets are nice; new shades are great
- Great lighting options and A/C; no escape windows

285
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS: DG58 doesn't have dedicated STEM space

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

1

1

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

2

2

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

3

Display Quantity /type / accessibility

2

2

3

2

2

3

1

1

3

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

3

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

1

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

3

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

3

3

3

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

1

1

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

N
o
t

Tough storage demands with art/music sharing space
Better for art then music

A
p
p
l
i
c
a
b
l
e

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Library is pretty great; Art/Music/Champions is a difficult mix; Old computer lab is now a learning Lab/Intervention space
*Champions impact upon buildings; space, storage, timing, cubbies, etc.
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
Library is pretty great; Art/Music/Champions is a difficult mix; Old computer lab is now a learning Lab/Intervention space
*Champions impact upon buildings; space, storage, timing, cubbies, etc.
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

1

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

2 lunch sessions and k still eats in rooms

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Gym space insufficient for lunch and rehearsals
Stage hosts band and orchestra among other activities
Lack of storage for volume of items and 2 offices
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

3

3

Like speech near main entry for preschoolers - not too loud

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

Weird back door from Psych to teachers lounge

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

3

3

Speech room has 2 door

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

2

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

1

1

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

3

3

3

3

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Social work interior room; good privacy/bad occupant comfort
Reading room is interior room

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Many spaces for intervention;
OT/PT have own space in southwest atrium walled area; Reading room/book room setup nicely with partitions and storage
Northwest corner intervention rooms close together and good sizes
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LESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT

Many spaces for intervention;
OT/PT have own space in southwest atrium walled area; Reading room/book room setup nicely with partitions and storage
Northwest corner intervention rooms close together and good sizes
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Carin Novak
Number of Sections/Grade
3 sections each/Grs K - 6

Lester School
Current Enrollment
522

0

12/5/18
Special Programs Served

Date of Walkthrough

The Lester staff is especially creative and has learned to function within
the limitations of our building. Some of these pieces were alleviated with
the building addition that was completed. :)

Lack of storage space across the entire building.

The gym is not large enough to support the 522 students at Lester (current capacity is 414). We are also doubling up on gym classes in this
space this year to be able to fit in gym 3x/week for grades 3 - 6. This room
also serves as our lunchroom (2 lunch periods & K eating in classrooms
due to space constraints.) We have no other large group space.

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

Only in the new addition section. Some isolated parts of the building have
nice lighting and color use: Library and Room 102 Kindergarten.

We are currently utilizing every available learning space we have.

No, because at Lester we are constantly looking for ways to improve our
learning spaces.

2 - Is there a lack of space that Yes - for all school assemblies
prohibits you from offering
We have also had parents ask for additional Champions space outside of
the current space.
something that is important to
your school?

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name

School Name

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

modern finishes?

293

This would also be very helpful when needing small group space for
MAP/AIMS, IAoR, etc. student testing.

It would be nice to have collaborative/breakout spaces evenly spaced
within the building for use (close to the classroom utilizing that space)
rather than in isolated areas.

We were able to re-work the learning spaces at Lester over the summer
(due to the addition) and have reinvented/created small group space in
new locations.

More storage.

We would love to have some shelving that will accommodate larger
picture books so they do not have to be turned on their sides and so
children can read the spine to locate those books.

There are dead spaces in the library in terms of tech/modem use.

The light switch for the learning classroom section is across the
library/hallway and not located in that section. Children have to be sent to
turn on and off the lights when the projector is being used.

The story corner has become too small to fit an individual class of children
due to our larger class sizes.

We have been able to create three different learning spaces within the
large library space. It it not optimal in terms of noise, but works for
collaboration.

The space is in the interior of the building, so there in no air flow. We
would like to have some large fans suspended from the ceiling to
assist with air flow/cooling.

We have a lovely mural and a large window with open natural light. (We
would like to have new adjustable shades installed instead of the
old broken blinds.

We only have flexible seating options in a handful of classrooms. We also
have many desks that are very used/poor shape and are of different
sizes/styles. (We would like to see this option updated throughout the
building.)

The blinds are old in most classrooms. (We would like to see them
replaced with light filtering shades.)

Lighting is less than optimal in most classrooms. (Our desire would be
to have the features of the new classrooms in the addition prevalent
throughout our building.)

Most classrooms are traditional size and feel.

DNA

https://www.publicschoolreview.com/blog/should-sixth-grade-be-inelementary-school-or-middle-school

Music Classrooms

Very tight - not functional for the current space.
Need to find creative space saving options: i.e. foldable tables, storage for tight spaces, etc.
Room gets very hot.
Air flow not great - since shelving compromises windows.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

Due to the reconfiguration with our summer addition project, we have been able to rectify many of these
concerns and have provided specialists their own spaces.

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

Large multi-purpose room
Alternate group meeting spaces
Space for Art/Music
Space for Band/Orchestra
(*The above would be the same if a Early Learning Center was the
option.)

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

*Has there been consideration of the creation of one or two
Kindergarten Centers (Early Learning Center w/preschool too) rather
than moving 6th grade? There are many positives with this option.

Both: air- conditioning and a new gym/large group space.

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

294

The Lester PTA is currently in the middle of fundraising for a Playground Improvement Project.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

*Band/Orchestra teaching space is currently held on the stage. They do not have a room of their own.

Very tight - not functional for the current space.
Need to find creative space saving options: i.e. foldable tables, storage for tight spaces, etc.
Room gets very hot.
Air flow not great - since shelving compromises windows.

Same as above due to this shared space -

Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

37,108
1436 GRANT ST. DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

334

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1951
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

111.1017964

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

X

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

X

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

X

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

X

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

10 Exterior building image

X
X

Car wash has high usage and noise

X

Portion of Grant without sidewalks
Students climb up to roof

X

Lack of staff/vistor parking; short dropoff areas

Flagpole obscured by trees; dumpsters very visable.

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Bike rack location has pro's/con's
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

X

Windows from office allow them to see visitors

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

Good area for security check and column in way though

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

X

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

Security & Circulation Characteristics

X
X

Need second door to separate visitors
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

AP office is down hallway

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

Only nurse area centrally located
X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Too much stuff on stage and gym is only assembly area

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Is the gym

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Check card reader access

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

X

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

X

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

X

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

Organized by primary and intermediate

Exceptional Qualities

Shared space in 2013 Addition
None present by possible
Tech carts in middle of hallways

X

Butterfly gardens

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Interior of main entry needs better illumination; Restrooms are extremely outdated; Building controls and sensors don't exist.
Teachers lounge could use a refresh; Many core classrooms do no have escape doors or windows.
Paint colors besides white help, but darker colors make room feel small; access to more bottle fillers so kids aren't traveling down halls
Main corridor announcements; whiteboard better than tack board; conference room needs storage - door leading to kitchen is awkward.
Main entry corridor lighting insufficient; second security doors needed.
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

X

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station

X

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

X

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Some cabinets in poor shape

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Preference for rolling, flexible so teachers can arrange as desired

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X

2013 space provides A/C - cooling space

X
Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

No sensors
X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

Poor for projection; no controls; 1/2 + 1/2 but wrong way

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

X

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

Room next to boiler room is a bit loud

Furniture and Equipment
12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)
14 Quality

X

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

Technology
15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Carts are in halls

SPECIFIC NOTES
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
28' x 32' typical core classroom; Room 101 is considered a "fabulous" kindergarten room; great, large, options - seating, learning, breakout; restroom; whiteboards; fire doors
27' x 36' in a few larger ones; Room 100 near boiler room is somewhat loud
Storage preference by some teachers are doors that open/close rather than sliding doors
Blacktop/asphalt near buildings increases heat load into classrooms; especially South 7 Southeast facing; also use trees for shading
-Differences between fans in rooms; large central fan or smaller oscillating ones; window glare can be a projection concern
-V-shape desks can form pods but not rows or circles
-Blinds don't all function and need them for sun/heat load and safety/security; blinds vs shades have benefits/drawbacks; solid vs see-through; opaque vs translucent
-Tile is preferred to carpet; cleaner more flexible with rug placement
-Playground noise can be a problem depending on weather, windows, blinds, etc.
-2013 addition area: large mobile cabinets, high windows for daylight and open but not from floor (need cranks); good movable wall in room cubbies and coat room need to be larger; high ceiling, bright, has shades, no escape window; breakout rooms are nice; supervision can
happen minimal distractions; can't open windows without a ladder
-Rooms with wood ceiling beams look modern
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS: DG58 doesn't ave designated STEM areas

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

3

3

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

3

3

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quantity /type / accessibility

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

1

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

3

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

3

3

3

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

Library undersized or lack of focus to some degree

Cabinet storage good for art but need larger for music

Not Applicable

Physical Qualities

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
No real identified STEM areas; food flow in library; divided space good for classroom teaching and library functions; staff meet in library
No closed storage; need more in library
tables and chairs work well in art room
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
No real identified STEM areas; food flow in library; divided space good for classroom teaching and library functions; staff meet in library
No closed storage; need more in library
tables and chairs work well in art room
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

2

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

3

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

2

2

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

1

1

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

1

1

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

Gyms don't utilize fixed cabinetry

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

N/A

N/A

Gyms don't utilize fixed cabinetry

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

2

2

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

2

2

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality

Half wall mount; Half flexible

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Lack of gym storage for PE equipment; Kitchenette used as gym teacher office; custodial office and storage space insufficient
-Stage used for storage rather than a purpose
-In wall lunch tables help; lack of room for lunch tables and equipment3
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PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

2

3

3

3

Resource size pretty sad

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

Resource has a temp wall but not movable

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

2

2

Organization of various features in the room

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

3

3

3

3

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

3

1

1

1

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

1

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

3

3

3

3

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

3

3

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

3

3

3

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

3

3

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Resource rooms have temporary but not movable walls
Movable cabinets desired not built in
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Resource rooms have temporary but not movable walls
Movable cabinets desired not built in

PIERCE DOWNER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
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Number of Sections/Grade
2 per grade/14 total

Current Enrollment

Special Programs Served
Gifted

Date of Walkthrough
Dec 3, 2018

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Workroom - not much space for working on larger projects
Running Water in the addition- art projects, cleaning up spills,
etc. (sinks/bathrooms)
Exit Windows in ALL rooms (3)
Bathroom closer to 1st grade rooms
Staff bathroom on the primary side (2)
Coat hooks are crowded (4)
All water fountains replaced with bottle filling/fountain station
Resource room sink has been recognized as distributing high
levels of lead. This sink has been used consistently over the
years by students and staff(102A)
There is only one outlet that works in the resource
room(102A)
Lack of a unified clock makes keeping to schedules
somewhat difficult - clocks across the building all have
different times
Speaker system/PA has delays between phone speakers and
hallway speakers, announcements are not heard outside,
hard to hear announcements in many rooms when students
are present

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?

Conference room

The space outside the two first grade rooms is difficult to teach in
due to recess traffic and the bell ringing many times throughout the
day.

2 - Is there a lack of space that Storage - lack of storage means that hallway corners, the stage, under
prohibits you from offering
tables, etc. are all utilized as storage spaces, which sometimes prevents
something that is important to
us from using spaces as intended. (stage especially)
your school?
Storage is a big issue across classrooms, teacher spaces, etc.

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

334

Principal Name
Chris Collins

School Name
Pierce Downer

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?

4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?
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OK size - layout is awkward
Needs more storage
Door to kitchen is awkward
Like the old red brick

Add doors for security into student area
Dark
Windows for office staff allow them to see visitors

No closed storage, need more
Good flow
Divided space good for teaching and library functions
Staff meets in library

More coat bays/ individual cubbies for each student
Lockers?

Would love the opportunity for kindergarten to be flexible with a
moveable wall like in first grade so students can spread out to
collaborate and still have spaces available for quiet learning with the
teacher in the room because they are too young to be sent to
alternate locations to work

Space outside of 1st grade rooms- hard with recess students
walking back and forth

No

●
●
●
●

Library was renovated at the time of the PD addition. The aim of
converting the old computer lab into a flexible space was to provide
small group space for the intermediate wing. Unfortunately there is
no access from the intermediate hallway. Could there be an entrance
made in the glass wall to allow easier access, as an alternative for
students sitting and working on the floors of the intermediate
hallway?

Kindergarteners need a lot of space to move around, learn, and
problem solve with peers through play experience

Desks in 1st and 2nd grade classrooms- don’t hold many materials,
hard to group together because of shape (limits the grouping
options) - Chairs are good! (2)

Only because I purchased items with my own money/received
donations.

Entry
●
●
●

Natural light is limited in the interior of the building. The front hallway
outside the office is particularly dark.
No- lots of glare from windows for projectors

●
●
●
●

n/a

There are many possibilities for the use of the space, plus this would
make the lunchroom and playground less crowded and more
useable. Assemblies would be easier, as well as parking for school
events.

Maker/creative space
Flex use room
Additional classrooms so art/music do not have to share

Resource room/collaboration room for teachers

Science Lab (3)
Fitness Room
Calming room for students in crisis

I feel like PD has ample display space with the office, hallways, and front glass display case.

I would love a sink for just hand washing (like the sinks at Oneill in the bathrooms) and a bigger, lower sink
for general use.

From Sarah David.
PD is the only building without the space for a kiln. It used to be in the boiler room behind the primary boys
bathroom. I would love a space for a kiln since I do a project at every grade level and now need to haul the
fragile projects to BA.

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

PE office:) - limited amount of room for the teacher and equipment, limited amount of display space, would
be AMAZING to get a mounted projector in the gym so assemblies and even use during PE class would not
need a cart in the middle of the gym

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?

9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?
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Teacher Lounge needs refreshed

Use of the field is often difficult because of very wet ground/lots of standing water

Parking is a difficulty - not enough spaces

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

I also get worried that sometimes my lessons can be distracting to classes that share a wall with me.

Also, where our room was before, we were removed from the distracting noises of classes going in and out
of recess. Now, there is so much noise, and when they are held outside later for talking, it creates a huge
traffic jam for classes trying to leave my room and teachers trying to drop their classes off to me.

Since the stage is being used as a storage space, I can’t easily rehearse my musical in our performance
space.

It is a huge improvement not having to share it with Champions any more.

I would love to grow what instruments I have in the classroom, but sharing the room means less place to
store music things.
I appreciate having a classroom, but it’s not how I would set it up if it were my own space.

Sharing the room means that there is a lot of furniture I don’t use that takes up space. I do a lot of movement
activities and those have to be limited to the available space.

Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

Of course I would love a dedicated art and music room so that we do not have to move multiple times (I had
like 5 rooms in this building in the past 20 years. Or even better would be separate art and music rooms so
that we can do bigger projects that could be left out in the room.
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 1 - CAMPUS CONTEXT
AREA (GSF):
ADDRESS

37,435
536 HILL, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

The Observable Attributes of Campus Context are scored in
relation to their ability to support student success, safety and
provide inspiring qualities for learning.

ENROLLMENT :

323

SURVEY DATE:

YEAR BUILT:

1928
CAMPUS CONTEXT
2
3

SF/STUDENT:

1
CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

Poor

Workable

Good

115.8978328

4
Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

I. Campus Context - an outside view of the school's setting
1 Neighborhood context

Character/quality of property uses surrounding the school

X

2 Environmental context

Noise, olfactory, visual impacts, soil contaminants, water

X

3 Adjacent transportation

Walking/bike paths/public access through site to school

4 Site quality

General upkeep/landscape/sidewalks/paving

5 Safety/security issues

Visibility around building, no hiding spaces, lighting, cameras

X

6 Vehicular logistics/organization

Separation cars/buses/clear routes/parking configuration

X

7 Pedestrian access

Clear walkways, bike paths/ good separation from vehicles

X

8 Main entrance

Visible, clearly identifiable & accessible, secure door control

9 Play areas

Room for play/ green space, student access separate from cars

X

Limited field space

Excite the student, symbolize importance, welcoming

X

Aged/worn appearance

10 Exterior building image

X
X

Aged,sidewalks deteriorating

X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 2 - FACILITY CONFIGURATION
The Observable Attributes of Facility Configuration are scored in relation
to their ability to support current programs and alignment with 21st
Century best practices

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

COMMENTS

PHOTO #

II. Facility Configuration - a macro-level snapshot of the building organization & functionality
Perceptual Qualities

1 Community connectedness

Approachability / personalized

X

2 General appearance/upkeep

Building perception / cleanliness

X

3 Interior building Image

Student-centric / inspirational / aesthetic character / first impression

X

Security & Circulation Characteristics

4 Entry/exiting visibility

Door location/ illumination around perimeter

5 Main entrance security

Controlled access / secured entry / camera

X

6 Perimeter entry/egress

Locked doors / audio-visual control (not main entry) / cameras

7 Circulation routes

Defined and easy to understand - functionally adequate width

X

8 Public / Private separation

Building controls (separate entry/corridors doors) to limit access to areas

X

9 Wayfinding

Signage clear and visible / other supportive features such as color

X
X
Tight corridors - 8'6"
Once in, free to move
X

Relational Characteristics

10 Logical adjacencies
Administration Adjacent to the main entrance

X

Student Support Services Admin. offices consolidated, student support dispersed & near core rooms

X

Classrooms Appropriate access to each other and to core functions

X

Visual Arts Access to LRC/Library and outdoor access

X

Performing Arts Access to large-group assembly space for large group performance

X

Cafeteria / Multi-purpose Room Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Fitness / Wellness Access to playfields and adjacent high-noise areas, community use controls

X

Learning Resource Center/Library Central location - access to outdoors is desirable

Gym tight

X

Other
11 Classroom groupings

Logical arrangement /organized to support curriculum

12 High noise area separation

Public-shared spaces ( gyms, multi-purpose) vs. Private-classrooms

X
X

Exceptional Qualities

13 Extended learning spaces

Small/large group areas outside of main classroom spaces

14 Learning on display

Visual access to student work and learning activities

X
X

15 Building as a teaching tool

Signage/visually accessible to infrastructure components

X

16 Technology integration

Abundant power and data / help desk / spaces to support curriculum

17 Outdoor learning opportunities

Courtyards/gardens/formal instruction areas

X
X

GENERAL NOTES ON THE BUILDING'S ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT CURRICULUM OFFERINGS AND INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
Cubby storage is insufficient; 7" a student is too small; kitchenett near gym underused; intermediate side restrooms are great
Old computer lab is rending specialist; flex furniture; interior room and near gym; electrical insufficient
Conference room used for IEP, orchestra, breakout/intervention; faculty lounge samll and tight; holds guided reading; level books storage
Main office area tight; work room too small - 12' x 15' with limited table space; small nurse area
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
CORE LEARNING SPACES / CLASSROOMS

The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

Poor

Workable

Good

Great

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

III. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

X

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

X

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

Everything is small size and feels small
X
X

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)

X

Student desk/table Variety in configuration

X

Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

X
X
X

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

X

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

X

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

X

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

X

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

X

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Old, open style shelving
Old, built in cabinetry

X

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

X
X

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

X

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

X

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

X

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

X

X

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

X

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

Furniture and Equipment

X

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

X

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

X

14 Quality

Various seating areas provided

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

X

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

X

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

X

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equipment, quantity/size/mobility

X

Technology

K-NW corner 38' x 22'; 3rd 33' x 25'; 5th 34' x 21'; 4th 30' x 22'
SPECIFIC NOTES
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 3 - CORE LEARNING SPACE
Blinds in windows are nice; old blinds are done; permanent temp walls and partition walls are all loud
Primary side has restrooms in rooms
Interior side lack of escape windows; rooms on east side near blacktop are very hot
Smaller rooms have a general lack of space or flex space
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 4 - NON-CORE LEARNING SPACE
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

NON-CORE LEARNING SPACES
MUSIC

ART

LIBRARY

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

SCIENCE/
STEM

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

IV. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

3

2

Library on the small side

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

Art, Music, Champions all share

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

3

3

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

3

6 Surfaces

Use of wall space

3

3

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

Display Quaintly /type / accessibility

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

1

1

3

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

3

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

2

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

3

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

N
O
T
A
P
P
L
I
C
A
B
L
E

Good north side daylight in library

Furniture and Equipment

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/ quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

14 Quality

Newer tables, older chairs

Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
Art/Music room pretty good but Champions also; same as board room at Longfellow
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Art/Music room pretty good but Champions also; same as board room at Longfellow
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

LARGE GROUP
GYM/MULTI-PURPOSE

DINING

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

V. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

1

1

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

1

1

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

2

2

5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

Display Quality / type/ / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

2

3

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

3

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

Using stage for K-3 to eat

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements

Small PE office

Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

1

1

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

12 Agility

Mobility / flexible groupings

2

2

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

2

2

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

2

2

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

2

2

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

2

2

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

2

2

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
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SECTION 5 - LARGE GROUP
Gym is old and small; dark
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WHITTIER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SUMMARY
SECTION 6 - STUDENT SUPPORT
The Observable Attributes of specific rooms and/or room groupings
are scored in relation to their ability to support varied instructional
settings and provide supportive learning environments.

STUDENT SUPPORT
RESOURCE

CONSIDERATIONS / DESCRIPTION

PSYCH & SOCIAL
WORKER

SPEECH

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

PHOTO #

COMMENTS

VI. Learning Space Characteristics - a micro-level snapshot of where students learn
1- Poor, 2 - workable, 3 - Good, 4 - Great

Physical Qualities
1 Size, shape and volume

Conducive to variety of activities

3

2

2

3

2 Flexibility, adaptability

Movable walls and other amenities

2

2

2

2

3 Transparency

Openness / visual connection between spaces

3

2

2

3

4 Student-focused (vs. Teacher-focused)

Organization of various features in the room

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

Writing Quantity / type / accessibility

2

2

2

2

Display Wall-to-wall & floor-to-ceiling / visibility / accessibility

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Fixed cabinetry/shelving/files Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

Closet/Wardrobe Quantity/organized/contain instructional material

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

Natural Light Shades/electro chromatic windows-control glare/heat

2

1

1

2

Artificial Light Switching and dimming capabilities / occupancy sensors

1

1

1

1

Teacher station Quantity/size/location in the room (not the focus?)
Student desk/table Variety in configuration
Student area not at station Variety of areas separate from student desk/station
5 Aesthetics

Maintained / color / texture / overall ambiance

80"s wood paneling is in resource room

6 Surfaces

Projection Type and size
7 Storage capacity

Quantity /accessibility /functionality

Misc. Materials Quantity/instructional but seasonal/teacher supplements
Health and Comfort
8 Temperature / Humidity / Ventilation

Consistent and comfortable

9 Occupancy controls

Temperature & Ventilation Operable windows available and functional

10 Natural light

Quantity / clear views to the outside

3

2

2

3

11 Acoustics

Hard surfaces/echo/mechanical system noise

2

2

2

2

12 Agility

Easy for students to move into flexible groupings

3

2

2

3

13 Variety

Task-based work, Collab. exercises, social interaction

3

2

2

3

Work Surfaces Different sizes and heights (sitting and standing)

3

2

2

3

Seating Structured (task), Flexible (wigglers), Soft ( relax)

3

2

2

3

Maintained, age/style/comfortable/commercial grade

3

2

2

3

15 Dispersed power

Quantity and ease of access for charging devices

3

3

3

3

16 Data access

Wireless and hard line connections

3

3

3

3

17 Sharing Content

Digital display equip, audio equip/quantity/size/mobility

3

3

3

3

Speech is near main entry, but noise not too bad

Furniture and Equipment

14 Quality
Technology

SPECIFIC NOTES
ELL/Psych share by main entry - 10' x 15'
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ELL/Psych share by main entry - 10' x 15'
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Number of Sections/Grade
2 sections per grade-level

Current Enrollment
323

Special Programs Served
N/A

Date of Walkthrough
Dec. 10, 2018

Fire escape in each classroom would be great
No emergency doors or windows in intermediate wing
Window blinds in primary wing and Principal’s Office are very old

Not enough classroom shelving and storage in classrooms.
Inadequate cubbie space in hallways - 5 to a cubbie is too many
Guided Reading leveled library housed in Fac Dining Room
Small teacher work room
Small nurse’s office
Orchestra lessons are held in the Conference Room
Music, Art and Band all share one room (Activity Room)
Classroom blinds - many are much older
Old cabinetry for storage
Fixed cabinets that cannot be moved

Narrow hallways
Restrooms in primary classrooms are a plus
Lack of wall display area in classrooms and some hallways
Fans in classrooms are inadequate for circulation or cooling
Storage closets in the hallway for office storage
Coat, backpack and lunch storage in cubbies in hallways
Need A/C
The building is very old overall and feels like it was designed for an
outdated way of teaching/learning
Decor tries to make it feel more welcoming

1 - Where is the building
holding you back? Are there
areas you have just become
comfortable working around
because that's just the way it is?
2 - Is there a lack of space that
prohibits you from offering
something that is important to
your school?

3 - Are there any spaces that
have become functionally
obsolete because that program
or learning style is no longer
relevant?
4 - Think about the interior of
your school – does the interior
building feel like a modern
learning environment with great
use of color, natural light, and
modern finishes?

Ten General Questions

1) Identify 1 team member responsible for taking pictures to help explain your comments to the ten questions
below or to highlight other important elements that the team wants to share.
2) Identify 1 team member (typically the principal) to take consensus notes online reflecting the big ideas of the
team. All other team members may also take individual notes on a separate piece of paper, if they wish, and
submit those to the principal at the conclusion of the walk-through.
3) Identify 1 team members to use the floor plans (to be provided separately) to mark on each room what
functions/programs are currently being provided in each space. For example: 1st Grade Classroom, Reading
Specialist, etc. (This task could also be completed ahead of time, and simply reviewed/affirmed by the team
during the walk-through.)

Note: As you walk through schools:

Principal Name
Michael Krugman

School Name
Whittier

DOWNERS GROVE SCHOOL DISTRICT 58
EDUCATIONAL ALIGNMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT SURVEY
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9 - For elementary schools, if
6th grade was shifted to the
middle schools, what are a few
things you could imagine
prioritizing or doing with the
vacated classrooms?

8 - If you had the opportunity
to request one or two major
changes, what would they be?

7 - Think about how student
collaboration happens in your
school – is there sufficient
collaboration/breakout space
outside of the core classroom
areas for extended learning to
happen for small groups of 2-4
students or individual teacherstudent work?

Nice natural light
2 small areas for group activities, etc.
Storage rooms are off the library
Lots of table space

6 - Think about the Library - Is
there sufficient space to create
noisy and quiet activity areas?
Is there sufficient natural light,
exterior views and “visual
excitement” in the space? Is
there adequate space (either
within the Library or adjacent to
it) to support modern learning,
collaboration, and flexible
learning experiences?

Very little space for these opportunities - students spill into the hallways or
have small groups within classrooms
One or two spaces in the library
One conference room

Teacher Librarian comments One thing we have trouble with is when doing projects with video/audio
recording. There is so much background noise, even when the groups
are spread out. Then everyone raises their voices to be heard above the
noise, so everyone else gets louder - it is a vicious cycle.
The new (donated) tables help with flexible work spaces/collaboration.
I’m not sure how long they will last being used by students, as they were
not specifically designed for kids. Not the best for Kindergarten.
I worry a bit about the shelf space for the future. Our book collection is
pretty well weeded/kept up, and every year we continue to add books.
The story step area has really bad lighting.

Old desks, chairs, tables - furniture in general
Shelving and storage are outdated and not enough
Kindergarten rooms have some storage, but maybe not enough - some is
built-in
All classrooms have whiteboards and projectors
Some classrooms have no exterior exit doors/windows
Cubbie space is not adequate for kids’ personal storage
Many blinds in the classrooms are non-functioning and old, dirty, etc
Some classrooms have good natural light
Narrow hallways for entering/exiting all together
Lack of wall space for displays
Some classrooms have tiny fans for air circulation
Cinderblock walls are not conducive to hanging things

Majority of furniture and storage space seems very old and run down
5 - Think about the core
Classroom spaces - are they
right-sized (room size, not class
size)? Is the furniture
flexible/agile to allow for a
variety of individual/group work
(or for the learning activities
desired)? Is there good natural
light?
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Music Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, how are acoustics in the room, is there sufficient space for
storage and/or risers for tiered seating, are there any learning spaces adjacent to the Music Room that get
disrupted due to noise/acoustic issues?

Shared with Music and Champions
Champions needs to move materials and supplies in and out in the AM and PM

Art Classrooms
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for student display, access to water,
opportunities to extend learning outside?

EL Teacher comments Love my space! It is perfect!
Having a TV that I could mirror my computer to would be ideal, but my groups are usually small enough
where my students can look at my computer screen.

Reading Specialist comments Our space is great.
Since storage is limited, it is very helpful having the additional storage in the library closet and in the table
room off of the gym.
The exhaust fan was very loud, but since it was repaired, it is quiet as a whisper.

Resource Teacher comments Our space is great.
Our only complaint is that there aren’t many electrical outlets, but we are making it work.

Interventions for student needs is done in the conference room, at times
Speech room has nice windows to the hallway and is close to the office and primary classes
ELL and School Psychologist shares a small room by the office
Reading Specialist room is off the library - big room - close to library and gym so could be noisy
Resource Room (2 teachers share the space) - 12 kids max at a time - good space
Social Worker has decent size room
OT works in small room with a lot of furniture, etc., so little space to work

Student Support Spaces (i.e. student resource spaces, Psychologist/Social Workers, Speech/Reading
Specialists, EL Support or other itinerant spaces)
Please comment on any issues. For example, is there sufficient space for each specialist? Do they have
proper space or are they just in leftover space that sometimes gets moved around from one year to the next?
Are they located in the correct locations for access to students and/or coordination among staff?

Extra Credit Questions

10 - For middle schools, if you
were to add 6th grade to your
school to create a 6-8 grade
middle school, what other areas
do you think would become
particularly stressed? What new
spaces would be required?
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1994 - most recent addition - some very very old rooms with very old storage and built-ins

3 classrooms in the Intermediate Wing have removable walls
- Can be loud in the classroom next door

2 gender neutral bathrooms (one in Primary Wing and one in Intermediate Wing)

There is a Custodial Storage Room

Storage cabinets are located in the primary hallway for office/admin

Learning Lab/Reading Room
- Located near the Gym

Gym - Decent size
- Has a stage
- Also serves as lunchroom

Main Office Area - All spaces are small (main office, nurse’s office, principal’s office)

Teacher Work Room - Very small - wouldn’t hold more than 2 or 3 people at a time

Faculty Dining Room - Guided Reading leveled library is housed here
- Small

Conference Room - meetings, small group instruction and Orchestra lessons.

Anything Else We Should Know
Please comment on any other issues, priorities or needs.

Music Teacher comments Good teaching space and location in the school.
Could use more storage, as much of it is used for Art.
There is no space for raisers or tiered seating.

Shared with Music and Champions
Champions needs to move materials and supplies in and out in the AM and PM
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